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1.A Background
Awareness of gender and child rights has been growing since Sudan ratified the Convention
of the Rights of the Child in 1993. A gradual but growing focus on children and women
developed into UNICEF's Child Friendly Villages Initiative (CFVI) and the more recent Child
Friendly Community Initiative (CFCI).
The Theatre for Life (TFL) programme, set up in 1993, is a Theatre For Development (TFD)
communications initiative within the CFVI and CFCI programmes, in partnership with the
Health Promotion Department of the Federal Ministry of Health. The programme has been
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rooted in the schools of the CFVI villages where children performed plays designed to deliver
the 10 FFL messages. Later Education was added as a further focus. More recently, and with
the shift from CFVI to CFCI, this has been broadened into a focus on child survival and child
rights.
There was an external evaluation of the CFCI programme in October 2004. The current
document is the result of a qualitative evaluation of the Theatre for Life project undertaken
in order to assess TFL's potential for more complex issues related to child rights, child
survival and conflict resolution.

1.B Purpose/Objective:
The objectives of the evaluation were:
1. To provide an analytical and comprehensive picture of the current TFL structure;
2. To assess and analyse the quality of messages disseminated by the groups: and
3. To assess the impact of the project on knowledge, attitudes and practices of children,
teachers and community members.
More specifically, the evaluators were asked to assess whether:
1. TFL is an effective tool for community education;
2. the TFL groups continue to need support from UNICEF;
3. the groups could be used for passing on messages other than FFL and, specifically,
whether they could be used to promote awareness of children's rights; and finally,
4. how the TFL structure should be modified for expansion into new communities.

1.C Methodology:
The team visited seven villages (in three states) out of a possible 497 (11 states). This was
not a representative cross section either geographically or culturally. Six of the villages
visited by the team were CFVI villages; one was a CFCI village.
The review process was as participatory as possible and used a variety of research
processes. These included participatory observation, transect walks, SWOT analysis, focus
group discussions using semi-structured interviews and plenary village meetings. Specially
prepared theatre performances were mounted. A structured questionnaire was developed in
order to collect specific data regarding audiences, performances and health information
1
pertaining to the FFL as well as relevant demographic data .
Complementary quantitative data were sought but could not be obtained. There had been
no systematic gathering of baseline data or monitoring. The influence of the TFL programme
could not be isolated from that of other initiatives promoting similar messages and it was
therefore difficult to gauge its particular impact. The Health Inspector who was seconded to
the evaluation team by the FMOH did not meet the selection criteria set by UNICEF and the
FMOH for the evaluation assistant.

1
The evaluation assistant (FMOH) used the structured interviews. The outcome of that research will be annexed
when it becomes available.
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1.D Key Findings and Conclusions:
1. TFL is an effective tool for community education; people are enthusiastic about it and
believe that it encourages discussion in home and social contexts and that it also
improves cross-gender communication.
2. TFL performances take place on a stage in the school area. This can be either in school
time (assemblies) or during village 'occasions' and festivals. They are always very well
attended.
3. The format of the messages is out of date and not geared towards children. The process
is not 'child-centred'. This raises doubts about 'ownership' and therefore efficacy and
sustainability.
4. The basic information passes successfully. However, it is not clear that it is well
understood.
5. Focus on TFL for transmission of messages falls far short of its potential for community
mobilisation.
6. The initiative is schools-based, which relates it to the Schools' Theatre activities that are
practised in most schools. TFL has drawn strength from its overlap with Schools' Theatre
which is well established in Sudan. It will need continuing UNICEF support to maintain
its utility as a development tool, with FFL and child rights in particular focus.
7. TFL does not reach all sections of the communities. Many of those not taking part (outof-school children, returning Internally Displaced Persons, settling nomads) may be those
who most need to be targeted. This is due in part to the location of TFL exclusively in the
formal education sector.
8. Communities are not always aware of either TFL or FFL as discrete entities. TFL is not
always linked with CFCI activity by either communities or CFVI/CFCI staff.
9. There is reduced current involvement of CFVI/CFCI staff in the programme. This has led
to decline in some villages but to innovations in others.
10. Reporting and monitoring is patchy. There is no sense of overall guidance of the
programme, rendering it incoherent.
11. The Rights Protection and Peace-Building Programme has no formal links with TFL.
However, village communities are themselves connecting the two within their Community
Development Committees (CDCs).
12. TFL leaders at village-level are teachers who receive one week's training. This is
insufficient to go beyond basic theatre-making and acting skills. Everywhere,
communities, trainers and CFCI staff felt the need for further training.
13. Performances can tend to resemble animated lectures. Mostly they fail to explore the
causes, contradictions and social dilemmas related to their subject. As a result they lack
dramatic conflict and do not engage their audiences in an educated debate leading to
informed choices. Hitherto it has been enough to aim for an acceptance (cf.
understanding) of the Facts. This will not suffice when the complexities of rights and
social inclusion are the subject.
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14. The plays sometimes contain inaccuracies.
15. The use of Guideline Scripts (the Theatre for Life playscripts) constrains ownership by
the children of either form or content of the plays.
16. The concept of 'messages' does not fit well with participatory approaches. But
community members are already identifying issues and topics which they believe could
be addressed through TFL. Facilitation by CFCI staff could help to link community-led
topics with discussion of child rights and related subjects.
17. Some CFCI staff believe UNICEF SCO in Khartoum values community radio more highly
than TFL.
18. As originally conceived the project is no longer appropriate, but the presence of the
TFL/CFCI infrastructure is a valuable asset that should be exploited. In order to put the
child at the centre it needs to be redefined.

1.E Recommendations [summary]:
1. The project must adopt a firmly child-centred approach, with children being accepted as
creative partners in a creative process. The agenda for TFL performances and content
should be negotiated between the children performers, the community and the CFCI
staff. [5.A.1]
2. CFCI staff should be trained in using TFL for social mobilisation. [5.A.2]
3. Communities should continue the recent trend of sending grassroots members for
training as TFL facilitators.[5.A.3]

4. TFL has different aims and methods from Schools' Theatre and needs to be seen as a

separate activity. Trainers and facilitators should broaden the base in order to include
sectors of the community not currently involved, while taking care not to set up in
competition with teachers' work with the children in school. [5.A.3, 5.A.4]

5. CFCI Staff should explore ways of working with out-of-school children (15-18 year olds
as well as those of school age) to see how they might become involved. [5.A.5]
6. Performances should move away from the current didactic format. Instead problemposing dramas should be devised that present issues, social contradictions and related
personal dilemmas, without prescribing solutions. This will generate an informed
discussion so as to allow people to arrive at their own strategies and take their own
decisions. Given the current TFL culture of performing scripted plays, it may be worth
considering the implementation of Forum Theatre, at least as an interim measure.
[5.A.6]

7. Such plays - of a problem-posing, no-solution, format - could explore audience

participation or at least provoke facilitated public discussion. Feedback from the
audience will also allow the facilitator to pick up on unintended mixed messages. Postperformance discussions should be (re-) introduced following training of CFCI and TFL
facilitators in appropriate facilitation techniques. [5.A.7]
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8. Any conclusions drawn in public discussion should always be tested by a facilitator with
those sectors of a community who did not attend or offer their opinions in public. This
may include women, other children, minority groups etc. [5.A.7]
9. The plays should be devised by the children, with the facilitators' guidance. TFL
performers should be seen as peer-to-peer educators. [5.A.8]
10. The children should be supported in building horizontal links using their theatre skills to
socialise across sectors, to educate and consolidate their own community as peer to peer
educators. [5.A.9]
11. Children should eventually be working independently of the school structure, preparing
plays according to their own vision and even (perhaps ideally) running the TFL
programme in collaboration with the CDC and CFCI. [5.A.10; 5.A.11]
12. It is recommended that CFCI staff continue or revive inter-village theatre (TFL) events,
introducing themes or topics to possible drama competitions. [5.A.12]
13. It is important in the practice of cultural action, of which TFD forms a significant part, to
engage with local culture, working with local cultural forms and artistic practices.
Measures should be taken to ensure and expand the use of culturally appropriate forms
of expression. [5.A.13]
14. CFCI should negotiate an agreement that the community's contribution to the TFL
activity will be the provision and creation of the stage paraphernalia, and the stage itself,
from local materials. This should be seen as an exchange or a payment in kind, for
training and support of the TFL activity. [5.A.13]
15. TFL needs the hands-on involvement of CFCI staff. They should be involved in the
negotiation and choice of TFL topics, at least during a restart period, and be present as
often as possible at performances. Both CFCI and TFL facilitators should be trained in
appropriate facilitation techniques for after-show discussions. Facilitators should 'seize
the moment' of public debate to draw up action plans relating to the topic under
discussion. [5.A.14]
16. CFCI staff should be alerted to the potential of using TFL to support their current
campaigns and trained in how to do this. They should also be trained in participatory
monitoring and evaluation (PM&E) techniques which will enable them to help to establish
PM&E protocols and structures. [5.A.14]
17. The appointment of an overall TFL co-ordinator is recommended to oversee these
changes and to ensure their long-term implementation. Before the appointment of such
a person, a specialist in Theatre for Development should be brought in for an initial
phase as interim co-ordinator and trainer. [5.B.1]
18. During the initial phase, the interim co-ordinator should redesign the project in
consultation with all stakeholders (TFL groups, CDC and community members, CFCI and
UNICEF staff). On the basis of these discussions, s/he should write a project document
and a TFL manual which will concentrate on process rather than content. Both
documents should be critically reviewed for terminology that might renew the original
mechanistic approach. [5.B.2; 5.B.3; 5.B.4; 5.B.5; 5.B.6]
19. The interim co-ordinator should design and initiate a long term training strategy,
beginning with the training of the primary trainers (ToT) and progressing to training of
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TFL facilitators (ToF) and finally providing ongoing training of participants in the field.
Initial ToF sessions should include no more than 30 participants and take place over a
minimum of 10 days. [5.B.7]
Training should include:
¾ Facilitation skills with children
¾ Drama in Education - D.I.E and Devising plays with children
¾ Creating problem-posing plays
¾ Action research incl PLA and using theatre AS research and systems of PM&E
¾ Understanding and implementing Child rights
¾ Facilitating public discussion
20. The co-ordinator should establish a participatory monitoring and evaluation as well as a
reporting structure. [5.B.8]
21. The newly reworked project approach should be piloted on one state [5.B.9] and
celebrated with a public festival of local TFL drama.[5.B.9; 5.B.10]
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Theatre for Life:
Health information, Community Mobilisation and Child Rights

A qualitative evaluation

2 The Evaluation
Awareness of gender and child rights has been growing since Sudan ratified the Convention
of the Rights of the Child in 1993. A gradual but growing focus on children and women
developed into the Child Friendly Villages Initiative and more recently the Child Friendly
Community Initiative. This approach aims at promoting sustainable development, moving
away from reliance upon externally funded services.
The Theatre for Life (TFL) programme is a Theatre For Development (TFD) communications
initiative within the Child Friendly Village Initiative (CFVI) and Child Friendly Community
Initiative (CFCI) programmes of UNICEF, in partnership with the Health Promotion
Department of the Federal Ministry of Health.
The programme is rooted in the schools of the CFVI villages where children perform plays
around key health and social development issues.
Although there is no project document as such, the primary objective of the Theatre for Life
project in CFVI communities is described in the Terms of Reference as:
to conduct grassroots informational campaign to provide large numbers of
the predominantly illiterate population with life-saving information on the
10 Facts for Life (FFL) messages.
However the UNICEF Sudan country pack booklet on CFCI now redefines the TFL goal as:
To provide a unique, cost effective grassroots mobilisation strategy to
improve knowledge, attitudes and practice on issues related to child
survival and rights.
The CFVI approach, with its emphasis on service provision and implementation, was replaced
in 2002 by the CFCI approach that has the broader aims of social empowerment, conflict
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resolution and child rights protection. This reorientation towards child survival and rights
moves TFL away from its original factual base and closer to issues of values, ethics and
rights. Villagers, including children, are quite capable of considering these matters and
arriving at valid conclusions, strategies and actions. This creates an opportunity for TFL to
broaden its didactic focus by putting children at the centre of the TFL activity in a creative,
community-based approach to reconciliation, social inclusion, Peace-Building and the
espousal of child-rights.
The early history of TFL up to 1997 as
well as the relatively recent reorientation
to CFCI is outlined in the Terms of
Reference for this Evaluation [annexe 9.A,
below] and need not be repeated at
length here. Suffice to say that in 1990
the Women In Development section at
UNICEF (El Obeid) was looking for a
means to involve women in a participatory
development process. At the same time
the health sector evolved and published
the ten Facts For Life (9.B below). In the
North of Sudan there was an initiative
using song to raise awareness of health
issues and elsewhere video and radio
were
beginning to be used. In Kordofan
TFL performance in Al Tariat – a husband recommends
there
was little access to the new media.
FGM.
However the El Obeid sub-office formed
the idea of using children to perform in
simple plays written for them in colloquial language by professional dramatists, that would
'instil' the health messages.
Initially it was a troupe of schoolchildren from El Obeid who would tour with their play to
villages covering a vast geographical area. Later that was seen to be unsustainable and the
idea was born of training young actors in the schools of the CFVI villages. There was a
training programme aimed at selected schoolteachers and including some CFVI and later
CFCI staff who were to oversee the performance programme. A set of plays was developed
centrally which contained examples of plays on the FFL subjects and some instructions on
how to put up a play.
During the early CFVI days the programme ran well. The 1997 case study showed a very
active programme in Kordofan, with regular support and supervision for the programme.
Actual impact on knowledge and behaviour is not documented, though the assumptions are
always positive.
After the late nineties the TFL programme appears to have drifted. With the shift to CFCI
villages where there are few schools, activity was deemed inappropriate in most cases and
has become dormant, although all staff are keen to revive the project. Some communities
have kept it alive of their own accord - along with the Schools' Theatre (see 3.A.2, below).
What must be emphasised here is the significant qualitative shift implicit in UNICEF’s move
away from CFVI to CFCI. A parallel shift in TFL will be needed if it is to continue as a useful
communications initiative geared towards meaningful social mobilisation. This can be done
given time, and a significant effort, to overcome the cultural and historical constraints.
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2.A The Terms of Reference
This evaluation has taken into account the original aims of the CFVI – which focused on the
promotion of services (and dissemination of relevant messages) to villages already having
basic schools and health facilities. It will consider the success of the programme in these
terms. Recommendations, however, will be made towards effecting a sustainable shift to the
amended goals.
The Terms of Reference ask four key questions with detailed sub-questions described as
Objectives 1, 2 and 3. The body of the evaluation will answer the first key question before
going on to a detailed analysis of the three Objectives. After that it will return to the key
questions and address the remaining three of those. These will cover the bulk of the
recommendations.
Thus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Question 1:
Is TFL an effective tool for community education?
Objective 1:
`Provide an analytical and comprehensive picture of the current TFL structure by
addressing the following issues [ see annexe ]
Objective 2:
Assess and analyse the quality of messages disseminated by the groups
Objective 3:
Assess the impact of the project on knowledge, attitudes and practices of children,
teachers and community members.
Key Question 2:
Do the TFL groups need further support from UNICEF?
Key Question 3:
Could the TFL groups be used for passing on other messages than FFL?
Key Question 4:
What modifications of the TFL structure should be made for expansion to new
communities?
The recent evaluation of the CFCI - in October 2004 - makes comment on the
initiative itself superfluous except where there is some specific relevance to TFL.

2.B Methodology & Procedure
The purpose of the assignment was to provide a qualitative evaluation of the Theatre for Life
project. Where possible, quantitative aspects were to be considered as well. Since all the
relevant data was likely to be in Arabic it was agreed at an initial briefing meeting with C&A
section, CFCI section and representatives from the Federal Ministry of Health, that the
evaluation assistant provided by the Ministry of Health would collect and collate all the
reports and other relevant and regularly monitored information at federal, state or grassroots
level.
In some cases the CFCI staff, though asked, did not provide the information and reports.
At a feedback presentation after the evaluation fieldwork, it was agreed between UNICEF
staff and the evaluation assistant that they would collaborate to try to set down the relevant
data.
At the time of finalising this report, most of the statistics and other information had not been
received.
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The review process was as participatory as possible and used a variety of research processes
including participatory observation, transect walks, SWOT analysis, semi-structured
interviews and focus-group meetings, questionnaires (for data collection) and informal
meetings.
In Khartoum the team met with relevant UNICEF departments the Federal Ministry of Health.
There were also meetings with two of the trainers who have undertaken the TFL training
over the years, one in Khartoum and the other in Gedaref.

2.B.1 VISITS TO
THREE
STATES:
Focus group discussions
were held using semistructured interviews,
plenary village meetings,
transect walks where
time allowed, theatre
performances [specially
prepared]. A structured
questionnaire was
developed in order to
collect specific data
regarding audiences,
performances and health
information pertaining to
the FFL. These are
expected to be annexed
to the report.

Amna Ibrahim Ahmed Elhag conducts a Focus group discussion with the
performers in Sufi El Bechir

At State level there were semi-structured discussions with CFCI staff and with Ministry
partners. (see annexed list of interviewees). At village level there were plenary meetings
with members of the audience at the plays, members of the Community Development
Committee (CDC), focus groups of child performers and separately groups of children who
did not perform (these were aged around 7 - 13) and focus groups of women between ages
of 25 - 65. The (TFL-trained) teacher and community members were interviewed in a
separate session.
In addition, a fixed questionnaire was addressed to village health workers and to the
Headmaster regarding TFL, health and demographic data.

2.B.1.a

Villages visited:

North Kordofan:
Um Arada; Fangoga East; Aradaiba
Blue Nile:
Guli el Fonj; Al Tariat
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El Gedaref:
Al Sufi Al Bechir; Al Kredah

2.B.2 EVALUATION TEAM
Alex Mavrocordatos, Team Leader

(cdcArts, University College Winchester U.K.)

Design, Execution and Reporting on the TFL Evaluation
Moawiya Tijane Dadi, Assistant

(Federal Ministry of Health, Health Promotion Department - inspectorate)

Collection of TFL, Health (FFL) & relevant Demographic Data (questionnaire) and
translation
The team was joined for the second and third field trips (Ed Damazin and El Gedaref) by:
Amna Ibrahim Ahmed Elhag

(Independent consultant, expert on child rights )

Support with focus group discussions especially women and children as well as
additional assistance with translation.

2.B.2.a

Criteria and tasks of the team

From The Terms of Reference :
"QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED for consultant:
- Expertise in social mobilisation and behaviour change communication
- Solid experience in qualitative evaluation, evaluation methods and data-collection skills
- Strong analytical skills
- Sound understanding and knowledge of participatory and community-based approaches
- Good understanding of child rights
- Strong communication skills, good interpersonal skills
- Strong team-work and team-building skills for management of the evaluation team
- Arabic skills an asset
- Previous experience in working with children / young people an asset

- Role of assistants:
The two selected health educators will assist the consultant with translation of specific dialect
words/expressions, help in contact with local authorities and communities, orient consultant
on culture/traditions patterns and specificities. They will also facilitate collection of required
data from state ministries and local authorities.
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED for assistants to consultant:
- Expertise in social mobilisation and behaviour change communication
- Data-collection skills
- Sound understanding and knowledge of participatory and community-based approaches
- Good understanding of child rights
- Strong communication skills and good interpersonal skills
- Good knowledge of cultural and traditional values and patterns in rural Kordofan
and Darfur areas
- Knowledge of local dialects an asset"
14

2.B.3 'IMPEDIMENTA'
2.B.3.a

Team qualifications

The Terms of Reference (2.B.2.a above and Annexe 1) describe the two assistants to the
evaluation as Health Educators. The ToR set out specific criteria for their selection that
include facilitation and research skills. The Health Inspector who was seconded to the
evaluation team by the FMOH did not meet these criteria.

2.B.3.b

Lack of Data:

There were some methodological difficulties in assessing the impact of the programme on
behaviour and attitudes. Some people knew some of the relevant facts, but it was not
possible to gauge levels of understanding nor pinpoint any single source for that knowledge.
Projects of this type rarely have detailed baseline data for subsequent comparison, and TFL
is no exception to this. Quantitative indicators, even if they have been identified, do not
provide insight into the depth or quality of knowledge attained by the community nor of any
changes in behavioural patterns. Since baseline data were not available and TFL activities
were not monitored in any way, and since reports were not made available to the team by
two out of three state CFCI offices, we have relied almost entirely on anecdotal evidence.
The lack of baseline and impact data (including audience details, subjects of plays etc) and
the lack of access to reports at state CFCI level (Ed Damazin and Gedaref) rendered the
assistant's task extremely difficult to achieve.
Given the nature of the programme, however, we believe the analysis of TFL offered in these
pages to be a fair assessment of its drawbacks and potentials.

2.B.3.c

Time constraint –

The team travelled as widely as possible, every day filled with evaluative activities. But given
the vast geographical context and the difficulty of the terrain it would be impossible to get a
true cross section in a two-week visit.

2.B.3.d

Non-representative cross-section

The team visited seven villages (three states) out of a possible 497 (11 states). This was not
a true representative cross section either geographically or culturally.
All but one of the villages visited by the team were CFVI villages. This was consistent with
evaluation of a programme that has spent a decade with CFVI villages, but in the context of
recommendations for a CFCI future, we may have missed some elements by not paying more
attention to the CFCI context.

2.B.3.e

CFVI / CFCI confusion:

There lies some confusion between the two terms, on the lips, at least, if not in the minds of
some partners and stakeholders.
The shift in goal creates some difficulties in referring to and critiquing activities focused on
the original goal while recommending for another one.
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3 Context
3.A An historical point
3.A.1 TFL RELIES ON RESPECT FOR THE SCHOOL & EDUCATION
Respect for the value of education is fundamental to Islamic culture. It is stressed in the
Qur'an and suffuses the teachings of Mohammed. This respect for education is echoed in the
CFVI villages and it has given great strength to the TFL programme. In the local schools
whose teaching culture has blended Madrassah methods with a pedagogy that still echoes
the colonial era, the children are used to memorising passages of text, in formal Arabic.
From this point of view it may not be so daunting a task to have to memorise passages of
text for a play, as the children have to do in the current TFL system. The plays they perform
are, for the most part, written by others, elsewhere. They are not written for children to
perform and make few concessions to local culture and language.

3.A.2 AND ON SCHOOLS' THEATRE, INTRODUCED BY THE BRITISH
The culture of performing ‘western’ style
plays, as part of school activities, was
introduced in the early 20th century by
British schoolteachers. They taught a
perspective on the history of literature
and the theatre. Many of the
interviewees referred to Greece as the
birthplace of the theatre. They made no
reference to the significant history of
African theatre and oral performance
forms and did not respond when I raised
the subject.
It is now generally assumed in these
parts of Sudan that to perform theatre,
you need a raised stage and curtains. In
addition some communities believe that it
is necessary to have lighting equipment
Children sing songs and hold placards of welcome on
and amplified sound – and they expressed
the stage, built in front of the schoolroom in Sufi El
Bechir. Above the window behind the performers the
these as needs for the TFL programme to
word ‘Shakespeare’ in Arabic script is just visible.
be able to continue. Some, including
trainers, called for a mobile theatre
structure (stage, curtains etc) to be made available, so that plays can tour to other
communities. These are expensive and cumbersome items, and such touring is made
possible only by the development of the motor vehicle, the introduction of so-called
‘modernity’. Although they have become attractive to the communities they are
technological innovations that have little to do with the heritage of the people and their
culture. There is no doubt, however, that these expectations have entered the culture and
are here to stay.
Many of the communities have been doing theatre in schools for some decades and they do
not necessarily differentiate between Schools' Theatre and TFL. Some see Schools' Theatre
as ‘mere’ entertainment (typically these would be the CDC members) with TFL focusing on
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more important matters. Others see the value of blurring the distinction so that through
entertainment lessons are learned. It may not matter at grassroots level whether TFL is seen
as a discrete activity or not – suffice that the FFL messages are being passed. If the TFL
initiative has contributed a particular focus to the Schools' Theatre work, that can only be
seen as a positive development – as long as it blends with and does not submerge the
potential for locally made and locally enjoyed theatre.

3.A.3 BUT IT DOES NOT INVOLVE THE CHILDREN IN THE CREATIVE PROCESS
There are disadvantages to all this. The most damaging perception resulting from the
rooting of theatre (and TFL as a consequence) in the schools is the perception at all levels
that theatre is not an oral but a written art form. This leads to the conclusion that only
school children can act in plays as only they can read the text and learn the words. Plays
need to be written by other (superior) beings – teachers and educated dramatists from the
city. There is no perception of a participatory theatre where plays are devised collectively by
the participants, thereby ensuring a true exploration of the issues, an inclusion of topical
examples and expression in a locally appropriate form and attitude. “Children do not have
the intellectual capacity to create plays”, we were told.
This has implications on any sense of ownership of the plays and of the TFL programme that
the children might otherwise develop. With ownership come usefulness and sustainability.
The focus on written plays may also serve to keep any marginalised or minority groups out of
the TFL picture.
CFCI has a new orientation with an emphasis on ‘child survival and rights’, with a different
target group of the most needy communities. Many of these communities do not yet have
schools and with the preconceptions about theatre outlined above, TFL is not being
implemented as yet. Some CFVI villages are now no longer in the programme and any
specific TFL activity has either blended with their Schools' Theatre work (no bad thing) or has
ceased. The net result has been a significant dwindling of TFL activity.
It may be noticed that this brief account makes no
reference to local theatre and performance traditions.
This study was too short to deviate from the expressed
terms of reference and the project documentation
makes little reference to any integration with traditional
forms. In the interest of future sustainability - and
particularly with reference to social integration of
minority ethnic groups, IDPs, returnees etc. - this is an
element that should be explored. Particular attention
should be paid to the use of song which is of some
significance locally (see Recommendations).

In Al Tariat (Blue Nile) there have
been performances of locally made
plays in the Dinka language as well
as the sharing of different cultural
dances.
The women celebrate this and point
out the need for cultural integration
and the danger that the children will
speak only Arabic – the common
language.

3.B On Theatre for Development and the Rights of the Child:
Theatre for Development (TFD) - or any form of cultural action - has become accepted as a
tool for Social mobilisation in all quarters of the world. Questions of values, ethics and rights
are cultural issues, to do with the way people relate to one another, understand the past and
predict the future. Theatre is a cultural tool, ideally suited to the depiction of people as they
struggle to resolve their daily dilemmas while soliciting ideas for their resolution. So the
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various approaches to TFD as practised across the globe have adapted readily to the
agendas of a rights based rather than a needs based development concept.
The practice of TFD ranges from the delivery of simple messages, as the TFL programme has
been, to a more complex form of participatory communication based on dialogue and
exchanges of information. En route to such performances the actors will typically explore
issues through improvisation and discussion as well as any other form of research that will be
appropriate to the situation. The result will be a devised piece of performance (perhaps
theatre) that opens up local issues for exploration. It will preferably depict the contradictions
or dilemmas that prevent people from implementing the various strategies for development
and encourage people to arrive at a solution and take action as appropriate.

3.C Information is not the same as Knowledge
The FFL project has been firmly geared towards the transmission of a message. Every
interviewee has described it in these terms. But there is a gap between what we receive as
information and our ability to ‘learn’ the facts and to apply them to our lives in various
different situations.
Food is only nourishing if our (complex) digestive systems are working efficiently. Similarly,
the bare facts repeated over and over may not be enough to facilitate an understanding that
we can make use of. It may be enough to accept (without fully understanding how) that
some mosquitoes carry a deadly parasite, but rights and conflicts cannot be understood and
resolved through repetition of the do’s and don’ts. We need a process of digestion to
internalise the facts and relate them to our own cultural positions. That is the knowledge that
we can act upon in order to effect a behavioural change.
The message base of the early TFL project may have been sufficient to deliver the FFL facts
and warnings, but it will not suffice in the shift to CFCI with its revised goals that have their
roots in social values, ethics and rights.

3.D Creativity, criticality and the imagination:
DIE and how we learn

Effective learning involves a cycle
of
information,
action
and
reflection. People learn
best when they participate
actively in identifying a problem,
in developing and carrying
out a solution, and in reviewing
the results. The process of
communicating Facts
for
Life
messages
should
therefore allow the participants to
play an active role.

The idea of a message-based theatre echoes the conventional
educational system. Messages are delivered in both cases by
regular repetition of the information. It is assumed that
repetition will transform information into knowledge. In
Sudan's Madrassah schools attended by the project's target
community this will be the case, as it is in most of the world.
With the FFL messages repeated over 12 years, it may be
assumed that some of it will have taken root. The repetition
UNICEF booklet on FFL
installs the information, to be tested against experience in the
future, and thereby transformed into knowledge and acted
upon. The repetitions are accepted unequivocally, through a combination of respect for
knowledge and for the (superior) teacher.

Respect for knowledge is fundamental to Islamic culture and provides the basis for the
project's success. So far as the teacher is concerned, it may be a respect borne of fear.
Teachers in some villages were openly brandishing whips. Clearly the fear instilled by them
is the agent of discipline and of an unquestioning acceptance of the given facts.
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In some respects the process of repetition is a tried and tested learning and teaching format
- with significant impact on centuries of young learners. This is not the place to contrast
different theories of cognitive learning. However, research has shown that it may be a
shallow knowledge that is based on repetition and
’Drama in Education is an enactive
learning process which derives from our
acceptance (and power differences) rather than
unique ability to imagine, empathise and
enquiry, understanding and empowerment.
Suffice to say that the knowledge borne from a
genuine creative and imaginative enquiry will lead
more readily to an empirical and analytical
understanding of issues related to rights. This is
particularly true of child- rights, which may appear at
first to contravene certain cultural positions.

project. It is a collaborative medium,
accessible to all, the purpose of which is
to explore past, present and future
experience, our own and others’, in an
attempt to make sense of the world in
which we live.
John Norman in 'Issues in Education'

3.E Questions of Ownership
The issue of ownership will recur throughout the evaluation report and is directly relevant to
TFL's potential for sustainability. It will become a key element in the shift from top-down
messaging to rights-based explorations. Once the children take on the creation of plays and
through those plays they begin to express these issues from their own perspective, we will
have dialogue with them. They will provoke debate within the community. With the support
of the CFCI staff these debates will cover the right to education, to social integration, to
refuse harmful traditional practices – from FFL to child-rights and conflict resolution. Already
children in Al Tariat village declared that they would like to explore their right to a full
playtime – denied by the compulsory work on the new school building.
With ownership comes sustainability. If the children develop a sense of the TFL programme
as being theirs, if they are able to put it to work on their behalf airing, exploring and coming
to terms with the issues that face them, then TFL will have achieved and may sustain its
utility.

4 The Key Questions and Objectives:
4.A Key Question 1:
Is TFL an effective tool for community education on FFL?
4.A.1 YES IT IS.
In the absence of a predefined set of indicators and a monitoring system that takes into
account the range of inputs and messages on the same theme, from other sources, it has
not been possible to pinpoint the specific impact of the TFL messages. However:

4.A.1.a

People like it and believe it to be effective

The plays do communicate information effectively and information clearly does circulate
among the community after the performances. People admit that the information is often
available through other channels, but insist that the TFL experience builds motivation and is
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more likely to lead to action. CFCI field-workers attribute that to the respected position of
the school in these communities.
The smaller children enjoy reporting back to their families – enacting bits of the plays at
home and effectively opening discussions of the topics. The women have told us that they
frequently discuss the topics while engaged in their daily work together.
Children like to see their friends performing, parents are proud of their children – all this
helps to generate receptiveness to the content of the plays. Similarly women have pointed
out that theatre is ‘live’ and therefore more real than other information campaigns which
they find too ‘scientific’. (See 5.A.6 below, where the promotion of plays that explore the
problem rather than merely offering a solution is recommended.)
Others have said that it brings women and men together in public contexts where they would
not otherwise meet. Although women may be reluctant to voice their opinions in public,
their attendance at the same event leads to discussions in the home afterwards.

4.A.1.b

Messages are accepted

At least some of the messages are being accepted
One boy told us how he had left school in
grade 6, so as to help his family work in
within the community. Although we do not have
the fields.
comprehensive indicators to measure this, we do
have anecdotal evidence in one fluke indicator.
Then he saw a TFL play about education.
He said he realised then that he could
The guideline play on AIDS suggests that AIDS
help his family that way as well.
can be contracted through sharing a toothbrush.
Clearly this is incorrect but when we heard
"Education too can lead to wealth", he
said.
children telling us that this is how you get AIDS,
we knew that they had this information through
the drama (whether they had attended the show or not). So we do know that the bare
'facts' at least ARE passing to the community from the drama.
The most frequently performed topics appear to be Expanded Programme in Immunisation
the (EPI), Education and Harmful Traditional Practices (HTP) especially circumcision and
other 'superstitions' (sic') not spelt out. There is no consistent record of this, but these are
the ones that the community members most remember seeing.

4.A.1.c

It is empowering

Past performers and their parents have told the team that their participation in TFL has given
them more confidence (empowerment) not only in addressing the FFL, but in relating to
people as citizens. Coupled with an awareness of rights and related matters, this will be a
most positive outcome of the TFL programme.

4.A.1.d

There are moves towards more local and culturally appropriate
forms

The evaluation only visited a very limited cross section of TFL villages. Nevertheless it is
clear that some of the communities HAVE begun to blend the Schools' Theatre and TFL with
positive results. It has given them the bridge and the courage to begin to prepare their own
plays – although these are always written in advance and the children have little creative
input in to that. Some villages translated the formal Arabic texts in the proposed plays,
giving rise to a more relaxed performance style – accessible more readily to the whole
community. Communities in Blue Nile also suggested that there have been performances in
local languages. This is to be celebrated whether it came up within TFL or as a Schools'
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Theatre event. In the recommended move towards non-formal education this practice will
be easily absorbed and utilised towards the common understanding of the issues concerned.

4.A.2 BUT:
4.A.2.a

The format of the messages (TFL) was designed over ten years
ago and is no longer appropriate

This is especially so in the context of the shift to
CFCI with its emphasis on rights and social
inclusion. When TFL was first conceived, there were
few radios in the communities. TFL was indeed an
information service. Now that broadcast media
have taken over this key property, it is the
immediacy of theatre as a live medium that is its
distinctive power. Members of the communities at
all levels have pointed out how real this is - the
familiar presence of their kith and kin on the stage
lends power to the content.

Asked about the plays performed that day, the
children said they liked the 'Coffee, Gossip and
Superstition play' , that had depicted people
gossiping at home over a cup of coffee , about a
conservative, superstitious neighbour who was
determined
to
continue
with
female
circumcision.
They preferred the play "because it was more
real" they said. It was more real because it
treated the issue with humour, depicting
ordinary personal encounters.

In addition the practice of participatory development work has evolved significantly over the
past ten years. This means that a review and overhaul of the programme is appropriate at
this point.

4.A.2.b

There is little perception of TFL or of FFL as such, among most
communities.

FFL is a package, a device, to help remember the issues that identified as the most critical to
health and life. It may perhaps be seen as a flaw, therefore, that TFL and other CFCI fieldworking activities have not made this clear. Similarly people are not really aware of TFL as a
separate entity, as an activity distinct from Schools' Theatre. This may matter less, as TFL is
really a means of communication rather than a project. The key outcome is to increase
people's awareness of or the harmful effects of some traditional practices or how to deal with
malaria.
More importantly, however, in order to create ownership of TFL, it needs to be transparent in
its conception and certainly in its implementation amongst the people of any given
community. If the children are to feel that TFL is their 'language' to express their views,
then they need to feel that it is a definable process. A name (like TFL or any other) is often
useful to this end.

4.A.2.c

it is not clear how efficiently that information is converted into
knowledge

Several children have a poor grasp of the FFLs. Some even said they had not heard of the six
diseases only minutes after the performance of a play that showed a health worker talking to
a patient, merely listing the diseases of the upper respiratory tract.
Without supervision from CFCI staff there is no systematic attempt to cover all the FFL topics
and some are rarely addressed. Understanding of some of the more delicate issues is not
successful. AIDS stands out as being poorly understood, and while there are issues of
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sensitivity in dealing with the subject, this probably makes the transmission of incorrect
messages even more dangerous. This is particularly acute since some of the plays contain
wrong information. (4.C.3 below)
There is a distinct preference for the vaccination (EPI) play. This may be because it is one of
the more successful pieces of writing, with symbolic characters that lend themselves to a
theatrical representation as they attack and devastate the poor child in the play. However it
must be noted that the play suggests that a vaccination will cure the illness. This is a
dangerous piece of misinformation. Children (and possibly much of the broader community)
do NOT have a clear understanding of how vaccination actually works. The principle of
'chinese whispers' can only exacerbate confusion as the children repeat their favourite bits of
the plays to their mothers and families at home.

4.A.2.d

It is not communicating with the widest possible range of
community members

Most of the performances take place in the school and it is schoolchildren that do the
performing. One consequence of this is a marginalisation of those groups in the community
or on its fringes that do not attend or relate directly to the school.
The schools base also excludes 15 - 18 year olds. This age group still comes under the UN
definition of a child as expressed in the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) and they
would be a useful addition to any dramatic explorations. It should be noted that they might
also intimidate their younger colleagues and care should be taken to set up a process where
their work was complementary to that of the younger children.
" Lesson 7
We were told by CFCI staff that these (category ‘red’) villages
were entirely homogeneous, but this was not the case. There
were children who did not go to school, there were IDPs,
nomads and a range of other ethnic groupings who were
settling on the edges of a number of villages within the CFCI
programme. These are integrating into their new communities
with varying levels of acceptance and success. All these risk
exclusion from a programme based in the formal education
sector.

4.A.2.e

Young adults are an
important
resource
in
supporting the participation
of children"
UN
General
Assembly
Special
Session
on
Children

TFL does not provide for the potential influx of returnees and
IDPs

As has been pointed out in the recent CFCI evaluation, and with the impending peace
agreement, there is likely to be a significant influx of returnees and IDPs from the north back
to the south, to villages such as those we visited in the Blue Nile State . This will render
more urgent the need for TFL. But it must be a TFL that concerns itself with social
integration and all the children’s rights issues that that will throw up. It should not be
confined to the formal education sector as that is de facto an exclusion of the most
disadvantaged.

4.A.2.f

The plays are not geared towards children either as performers
or as audience

The plays are frequently taken directly from the 1996 book of plays 4.C below] which are
written in formal Arabic and usually performed that way. This adds to the potential
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marginalisation of non-literate children, women and men, as well as other language groups
who may be settling in the community.
Increasingly now, the plays are written by the (TFL trained) teacher. However the style of
the plays is not always geared towards the creative capabilities of children, nor are they
constructed in such a way as to generate a true understanding of the content.
The introduction to the Guideline Scripts states specifically that the messages contained in
the plays and expressed through the mouths of the children -- are for the parents. Although
the content may concern the children, the FFL are there for the parents to act upon. The
children are merely a vehicle for the delivery of a message. This is not in the best interests
of the children and their own understanding of the issues. In practice, since the teachers do
not actually explore the subject with the actors, it is also a denial of their right of access to
information [CRC articles 3, 17].
Often the TFL performances are put up to welcome outside guests (like ourselves). Rarely
is the TFL process used to foster an understanding of the issues - for the children to
implement. This is not putting the children at the centre, indeed it may not be in their
immediate best interest and may even be considered to be exploitative.

4.A.2.g

This leads to questions of ownership and participation .

The guideline plays are written far away from the communities that will perform them. As a
result they do not have the cultural specificity that would allow audiences to identify with the
situations depicted. Culturally, and in the formal Arabic that they employ, the plays are at a
distance from the community watching them and from the children who must master the
texts.
Although some of the TFL leaders do accept suggestions, the plays themselves are rarely
written or created by the children. Although in one village (Al Kredah) the children did tell us
that they do sometimes create their own plays, this has not been picked up and celebrated
by TFL. Possibly these are not recognised as proper plays. The original TFL-trained teacher
is no longer present and the (CFVI) village does not form part of the CFCI.
TFL trainers and CFCI staff do not recognise the potential of children to create plays.
Facilitating such work is a skill apart and will require separate training (Recommendations
5.B.7.d below).
Some children told us that the plays do not address their own issues. Discussing child rights,
some children pointed out that they have a right to play [CRC 31] - but are denied that right
when they are obliged to work on the building of a new classroom. Others (more than once)
cited the issue of domestic violence as something that they would like TFL to address.
The TFL producers (usually teachers) do not explore the subject matter of the plays before
giving out the text to be learned. The children are required to learn the words, often in
formal Arabic, and speak them as and when instructed. This does not create the kind of
drama that is absorbing to watch. In the absence of anything else (as we were told in some
communities) it passes for entertainment. With television not far away, and community radio
already present, this will not be enough. More importantly it may generate an acceptance of
some simple facts but it will not lead to an understanding either of microbes or of rights or of
what to do about them.
Children are not currently involved in planning the schedules, choosing the topics or creating
the plays. They are capable of that. Indeed in a project of this nature, in the context of CRC
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articles 12 and 13, it is their right. If they were to take on the organisation of the events (the
older children perhaps) then they would be able to invite CFCI or anyone else to offer a topic
when they needed to. This should be a longer term objective and would also help towards
sustainability.

4.A.2.h

There is a risk that the quality of theatre may fall

Indeed the emphasis on plays prepared in advance reduces the range of ideas about and
attitudes to the issue, that the performance might explore. It is also dependent on the
talents of only one person - the producer. If that person leaves or is not as talented as he
(usually male) might have been, the drama will suffer. However the collective talents of
some 10 to 25 lively and imaginative children would ensure a better quality of performance,
even if the teacher leaves the school.

4.A.2.i

There is a danger of
misguided information

One play that we saw did point out the
financial reasons why a farmer-father was
reluctant to allow his son to continue in
school. However when he was persuaded
that school IS a good thing he was
suddenly able to afford it, as if by magic.

The topics are not discussed with the children either
in the classroom or after the performance in an
audience debate. So when they relate the contents
to their parents who have not seen their show,
A more useful play would have looked into
what strategies might have been available
errors of understanding may be propagated and
to the family, what compromises might be
even exaggerated rather than resolved. A wrong
needed .to make the education dream
message repeated over and over can endorse a
come true
wrong impression. This is particularly acute since
two of the guideline plays actually contain incorrect
information (EPI, AIDS - see The Guideline Scripts: critical notes : annexed at 9.C.)
Furthermore if the play has been, for example, a refutation of Harmful Traditional Practices,
it may be of no particular value for a child to go home and relate this to a traditionally
minded parent who subscribes to these same practices. A more substantial debate is needed
at this point, presenting both sides of the argument: with a higher degree of cultural
understanding, offering a range of perspectives and reasons.

4.B Objective 1
Provide an analytical and comprehensive picture of the current TFL
structure
4.B.1 LEFT TO ITS OWN DEVICES - LIBERALISATION, INNOVATION OR DECLINE
The TFL programme was put in place in 1993 and enjoyed a period of growth and attention
in the following few years. More recently the project has been allowed to follow its own
path, without central monitoring or control. In some respects this has been a good thing,
with some communities blending the Schools' Theatre activities seamlessly with TFL. Some
communities run inter-village festivals with football tournaments and theatre activity, blurring
entertainment and the more serious educational aspects so that people learn through
interest and enjoyment. Performing in neighbouring communities was envisaged in the
original TFL programme.
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In other communities however, such as in Aradaiba (North Kordofan) the process had
degraded and needs guidance. One play that we saw was little more than a demonstration
of how to mix six cups of water and a sachet of Oral Rehydration Salts (ORS). In this
community the CDC implied that TFL could be replaced by meetings or symposia, with little ill
effect. TFL here was not seen as having any entertainment value.

4.B.2 THE TFL PROCESS
There is no project document as such,
and hence no guideline as to operational
structure and methodology. There is
therefore no index as to how it was
actually set up at grassroots level in the
early nineties for comparison with the
status quo today.
TFL is a schools-based Theatre for
Development initiative. It uses the
children to perform plays that represent
and animate the 10 FFLs, with the
intention of affecting the behaviour of the
adults - since they are the ones who
actually implement the FFLs. AS TFL
Six cups of water to a sachet. Note that the play is
becomes implemented in CFCI villages, it
performed by adults. TFL is no longer aviable or
interesting currency of information transfer in Aradaiba.
is foreseen that the narrow focus on FFL
will broaden to take into account the CFCI
emphasis on child rights and child survival and conflict resolution.
TFL actors are drawn from the entire school cohort, at the discretion of teacher and
headmaster. The bulk of performers that we saw appeared to be in the 7 - 13 age group,
while the 15 - 18 group is not targeted by the project (since they are no longer in school).
Selection of the performing group is generally made according to perceptions of talent and
sometimes according to a show of interest from any particular children. There were no
stated concerns or criteria regarding either gender balance or inclusion of children from
different abilities or social contexts.
The project is rooted within the formal education sector. This means that even within the
target age group, out-of-school children (from whatever sector or ethnic grouping) may not
get a look in on the programme; indeed they may not even see the performances.
Performances take place inside the school area, on a stage that has been constructed by the
community using local materials. They are seen as a school activity and take place according
to the Schools' Theatre format, usually weekly at a morning assembly during school hours.
More specific performances, whether TFL or not, are generally confined to village festivals
and local events and visits (such as ours). Some communities stated that there were bimonthly or even monthly performances, but this was not always borne out by what others in
the community said.
There has been a decline in performances in those CFVI villages that have now finished their
contracts and have been left to their own devices. In El Kredah (CFVI, Gedaref) the Cheikh
and CDC members were very clear that while they understood that their five years had
ended, their people were disappointed to be cut loose in this way.
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In each CFCI unit there is one staff member designated as responsible for TFL. In the past
this person had a more active role in TFL. Recently activities have declined. Some CFCI
units as in El Obeid have suspended TFL activity until there are schools in the community.
TFL officers have other work to do and there is a risk of a downward spiral. With villages so
far apart and travel so difficult, this is a risk that must be monitored and addressed.
CFVI and CFCI staff do not necessarily see or participate in TFL events even on their bimonthly visits to the project villages. This means that there is rarely any organised debate
after the performances, with CFCI staff or other technical and knowledge resource persons to
hand to facilitate discussion and even produce an action plan for implementation in the
community. There is a balance to be struck here. CDC has its own issues of ownership and
they are the ones required to run the activities and services that CFCI might facilitate.
Consequently it might be a delicate negotiation for the CFCI staff to be prominent in the TFL
discussion. It is a balance that should be sought. In addition it is likely that women will not
participate openly in such public debate. But they will hear and see. Follow up on the
following day, with women, would bring them up to par. This is unlikely to be carried out by
CDC level intervention.
Beyond the CDC, ordinary community members do not all perceive TFL as part of CFCI
activity, relating directly to their work. In CFVI days, although the unit was in the community
to facilitate the provision of health and education services, TFL groups would not have
considered mounting a play proposing this or that activity from CFVI. In fact such a play
could be useful feedback, if created by the community. It could, on the other hand,
encourage (mobilise) the community to push for a separate classroom for the girls - even to
start preparing building materials. Although this was proposed as a further topic for the
plays, it has not been seen as a tool for cultural action that could help to get that classroom
built. UNICEF/CFCI need to make sure the link is clear to their staff [see 5.A.2 below]
The programme has drawn on the COMBI methodology (Community Mobilisation for
Behavioural Impact). This suggests an awareness of TFD as a tool for community
mobilisation, a tool which could extend the potential of TFL beyond the passing of simple
information into a more analytical frame - exploring issues, evolving strategies and planning
for their implementation.
In short, TFL is still seen as a means to supply information, which is far short of its potential
as cultural action in pursuit of ‘community mobilisation'.

4.B.3 PREPARATION AND PROGRAMMING
The teacher who decides on the topic for performances may write a play for the children or
use one of the existing plays from 1996 [4.C.3 below]. Although in some villages a
community member has received training along with the teacher, it has not been possible to
determine any protocol or pattern for working side by side with the teacher.
The children will learn the text and the teacher will direct the play. Mostly the performances
take place during school time - in keeping with its conflation with Schools' Theatre.
Performances are held in the school area, where a stage has been built.
On average the plays take a week to rehearse and prepare, including décor and costumes.
They do not involve significant creative input from the children who are generally given their
lines to learn and told how and where to speak them. If the same play is repeated it may
take less time. Plays are repeated, and the message is learned - or at least gains acceptance
- through that repetition.
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Some communities run extra TFL performances monthly - according to the original plan,
while others only perform outside school hours at festivals and special occasion.
There is no specific policy or monitoring to see that all the FFL messages have been
addressed in any given period of time. The perception of the team is that only a limited
number of the FFL have been addressed. There are no records and we had to rely on the
memories of our interviewees.

4.B.4 REPORTING AND MONITORING
After performances the teacher or producer prepares a brief report which is then included in
the report of the CDC (or VDC where these exist, as in North Kordofan). That report is then
incorporated as appropriate into the reporting structure of the CFCI. There is no specific
feedback offered to the TFL group, unless a problem is indicated in the report.2 The reports
do not contain audience data, nor do they make any analytical comment as to impact and
quality of performance and event. It might be preferable for the CDC to offer a quarterly
report that included audience data, and some analytical comments leading to future plans
[see Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation, [5.C below]
The TFL feedback and monitoring system appears to stop there. There is no sense of overall
guidance of the programme. Seen as a communications tool rather than a project in its own
right and bearing in mind the range of local cultural contexts in which it is located, there may
be an argument for a loose structure with flexible parameters. However the programme still
needs to be coherent. There are common elements, there will be training programmes to be
co-ordinated and a range of experiences to be shared and compared, so that TFL as an
activity continues to grow and be useful as well as to be accountable in its outcomes.
CFCI staff have expressed concern about the level of support which FFL receives in
comparison to the attention that they see being given to the community radio programme.
There is no formal monitoring and evaluation strategy in place and there are no identified
indicators from which to make any estimate of impact. These are difficult to pin down with
a drama programme aimed at qualitative targets, and they will become more difficult with
rights and peace-building as objectives. However there are ways to establish a baseline, at
least through consultation with the people themselves. These indicators must be sought and
articulated as soon as possible. Currently there is no further data and comparisons with the
past have not been possible.

4.B.5 TFL - CULTURAL ACTION FOR SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION AND PEACEBUILDING
The TFL activity at village level is undertaken as a part of CDC activity affiliated to one of its
sub-committees. In the past this has been related to the Health and Education subcommittees. More recently and especially in the new CFCI villages, the TFL has been
reallocated to the Peace-Building sub-committee of the CDC.

2
CFCI in El Obeid offered a significant and carefully filed pile of reports for us to examine. Although we
had agreed in Khartoum (20 November) that UNICEF would forewarn the state offices, Blue Nile and Gedaref offices,
who were most helpful and supportive in other areas, declined to make the reports available for inspection.
It should be noted that, the CFCI staff member with whom we worked in Kordofan has been working with
TFL for a long time and was most cooperative. His erstwhile counterparts in Damazin and Gedaref have left and
been replaced. Perhaps this accounts for the lack of information. This was not offered as an excuse however, it is
merely my own observation.
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This suggests an awareness, at least by the community, of the aptitude of theatre (for
development) in this area. It is entirely appropriate in the new climate of qualitative focus on
values, ethics and rights associated with Child-survival and rights and the firm rooting in the
CRC articles. With the prospect of increasing numbers of returnees and IDP settlers,
especially in Blue Nile, this perspective on the TFL programme is to be celebrated. Moreover
it is happening spontaneously as CDCs and CFCI units recognise the true potential of theatre
and cultural action for social transformation and conflict resolution (not far from the COMBI
idea).
However this poses, or has posed3, a contradiction at UNICEF level, where the notion of
peace building had been addressed elsewhere in the Rights Protection and Peace-Building
(RPPB) section. RPPB had deliberately not associated themselves with the TFL programme.
The strong emphasis of the original TFL on message delivery was seen as inappropriate to
the circumstances of communities who are faced with the subtle and complex issues of
reconciliation, conflict resolution and cultural integration - either with individuals or entire
groups between whom there was a history of enmity. However CFCI's new rights-based
focus is more compatible and village communities have themselves placed TFL within the
Peace-Building sub-committees of their CDCs. This brings CFCI and RPPB closer together.

4.B.6 CURRENT SELECTION & TRAINING PROCEDURES
Village TFL leaders are trained at state level. The Headmaster (of the village school) and
CFCI staff select teachers according to their aptitude for the drama work. They attend a
training week in the state capital. Increasingly the community has become concerned that
teachers often leave the village, creating a gap in the TFL structure. They have thus
preferred to select teachers who are from the area. More recently they have also been
sending community members, often CDC members, to attend the training alongside the
teacher.
There is no further provision or protocol in the selection procedure designed to ensure that
participants are drawn from ALL sectors of any given community.
In addition CFCI members also receive the training.
One week is not enough to train facilitators to a useful level for this work. TFL is a complex
and large project, but trainers have time only to cover the skills of theatre making and
acting. The gaps are evident in the plays and performances, which are not oriented towards
the children at their centre. Training does not give instruction in how to work collaboratively
with children to explore issues and devise plays. Nor does it explore how these issues can be
picked up in an equitable public debate after performances. The Peace-Building project
(within the RPPB until recently) have been working with the Drama for Peace initiative at the
Peace Culture Centre (Sudan University of Science and Technology). They have realised the
importance at this stage of broadening the content of their training to include child
psychology and other development issues. This is invaluable to a training of facilitators in
child-centred TFD.

3
I understand that a structural shift is under way at UNCEF level, whereby the Peace-Building Project will move
from RPPB section to the Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation section, of which CFCI is a part.
RPPB will remain as a discrete section under a new title - possible Child Protection. This may resolve some of the
contradictions, though TFL should retain relationship and collaboration with Peace-Building as well as ChildProtection, especially with regard to relevant shared training.
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In addition to their brevity, one of the training sessions at least (Gedaref) had 80
participants, in another (Ed Damazin) there were 704. This is too many. Skills transfer will be
low and motivation correspondingly diminished. It is counterproductive, even though in
Gedaref there was a team of two trainers working together for the week-long training. One
of these is Osman Mohamed El Badawe. As a trainer of teachers at the University, he has
the perspective and the knowledge to address some of the reservations expressed in this
evaluation, though even he could not do it in a week. While it is clearly difficult to release
staff for extended periods, the advantages of an extended in depth training must be
balanced against the significant shortcomings of a shorter event.
There have been no top-up training sessions for TFL leaders.
The theatre groups are not trained as such. They are selected by the teacher, according to
aptitude and interest. From what the team learned, they are generally given lines to learn
and brought into the plays in this fashion. Many will have had prior experience acting in the
school play so there is currently no perceived need for a formal training. Even if there is a
change of approach as recommended, that allows the children a more creative input, skill will
tend to be developed as part of the process of creating plays and will still not require a
formal training event.

4.B.7 WORKING WITH UNICEF AND THE GOVERNMENT AT STATE LEVEL
TFL fits into the working relationship between UNICEF and the state Ministries (see diagram
created according to El Obeid office). The CFCI staff at state level instigates TFL at village
level. UNICEF provides training of TFL leaders and running costs, while CFCI staff are
seconded from their local government employment. There has been an expectation in the
past that CFCI should fund or provide training for the theatre groups (actors) themselves,
but this has been unnecessary. The trainers (of the trainers) have not been given any formal
training and induction into the intentions of the TFL programme.
There are varying levels of collaboration with the State Ministries. CFCI staff are seconded
from the Ministry and CFCI reports to and plans with the state steering committee or its
deputised Technical sub-committee, which was set up in order to facilitate a closer and more
practical working partnership with CFCI units. There is no evidence of substantial
collaboration in North Kordofan. The Minister and Director General were unavailable for
interview so this question could not be explored. The Gedaref team showed a comfortable
collaboration with their Ministry partners.
Blue Nile clearly works side by side with the Ministry, but there is evidence of tensions and
even duplication in training of drama activists. The Minister took the trouble to point out that
while CFCI and Ministry staff are happy to share the one vehicle, it poses a severe constraint
on the work that they are able to carry out. Provision of a second vehicle, he said, would
greatly resolve this issue especially if there is to be any increased emphasis on TFL. This
may also be seen in the context of a certain disappointment in CFCI's Damazin office, where
they feel that TFL gets little or no support (their expression) from UNICEF, in comparison
with the community radio programme.
The fact that TFL was not mentioned in the recent CFCI evaluation would seem to bear out
this grievance.

4
North Kordofan have not run TFL training programmes since 2001, since their perception is that TFL cannot begin
until there are schools in their CFCI villages.
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In the absence of a project document there is no protocol of collaboration expressed
anywhere that would guide stakeholders at any level working together and sharing
resources between TFL and RPPB or the community radio initiative. C&A and RPPB training
sessions have covered a number of TFL-relevant areas without apparent reference to TFL
and without inclusion of CFCI/TFL staff or village trainees. These included training
programmes on "message dissemination" and on "conflict resolution" as well as "FGM"
training (Female Genital Mutilation) for community members. Such sessions should have
included Theatre for Development techniques and should have made specific reference to
TFL.
This points to a risk of duplication of resources within UNICEF/CFCI. The presence of an
overall co-ordinator at UNICEF level would minimise this risk and maximise the use and
sharing of resources.

4.B.8 NEEDS: FURTHER TRAINING AND STAGE EQUIPMENT
Everywhere communities, trainers and CFCI staff felt the need for further training.

The husband insists on circumcision, so he brings the
blade and other paraphernalia himself, in a play on HTP
performed by the children of Fangoga East. The master
role is played here by the schoolmaster.

They also regularly expressed the
perceived need for increased physical
resources. This included everything from
a new stage, décor, costumes even
electric lighting, sound equipment, mobile
stages and on one occasion, musical
instruments (jokingly, violins). While the
conventions of popular theatre and
development theatre elsewhere in Africa
have prioritised local cultures and
traditions, it is recognised here that
Western styles of theatre have taken a
firm hold in Sudan. For this reason it is
not recommended that there should be a
u-turn on the need for stages with
curtains, rather a gradual movement in
the direction of smaller performances in
village squares, using local performance
forms, from time to time.

There is some danger that the communities might feel this to be a diminishment of the TFL,
which currently does enjoy a high status. Such a change should be gradual; it should be
seen as an expansion, as cultural action moving out into the broader community. The link
with the school should not be phased out.
All the visited communities did agree that they would be able to provide most of their needs
locally, if need be. There are issues of precedent and expectation here, with their potential
knock-on effects on ownership of the activity of TFL.
While TFL is seen as a message service for the FFL, on behalf of UNICEF or the government
these needs will be expressed. Some women did say that TFL was not a cash priority,
though they agreed that it was a useful communications tool. However once the community
sees that public performances are useful at illustrating, sharing and resolving local social
issues then its sustainable potential could kick in. People will do it because they need to,
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rather than being expected to do so as part of their contract with CFCI or UNICEF. This
however is not in the foreseeable future.

4.C Objective 2
Assess the quality of the messages disseminated by the groups
4.C.1 ON AVERAGE THE MESSAGES ARE OF POOR QUALITY
For the most part, they tend towards animated lectures rather than drama which explores
issues. [See picture in 4.B.1]. Some do use mythical characters to represent, say, measles or
an 'angel of mercy' and these plays have been more popular for their potential with costume
and theatricality. Even so, most of the plays go straight to a recommended solution without
first exploring the alternatives, without looking at the cultural factors that prevent
understanding or hinder implementation of the prescribed solution. Without these
explorations understanding is shallow and
As a test of the children's creative and imaginative
imposed. The plays and recommended style
capacity to create their own plays on issues of their
do not encourage audiences to make their
own selection, we used one focus group meeting with
the children of the performing group in El Sufi El
own conclusions and decisions. Rather they
Bashir (Gedaref).
are told what is best and the system relies on
the respect accorded to the school and its
Earlier in the day, their very formal performance
included a play from the guideline scripts, written and
teachers by the community.
Since the plays do not generally represent
people struggling to reconcile diverging
perspectives on a given problem in realistic or
typical situations, they do not contain
dramatic conflict - so essential to drama
whether it be of European or African origin.

spoken in formal Arabic.
Its performance was
particularly wooden and unimaginative.

The children were quick to rise to the occasion and
within half an hour they had produced short scenes
that could have been the starting points for two plays one about a child who refuses to share or lend his
school books and another on domestic violence.
These were not subjects that came from us as
facilitators.

As a result, most of the performances have
tended to be lifeless and lacking in conviction and confidence. This is similar to much of
school theatre in Europe, where improvisation is encouraged in classroom drama but not in
public performance of conventional school plays5. The lack of inspired acting will be largely
due to the imposition of written scripts and the resultant negation of the children's own
creative input. This notion is borne out by the occasional hints of inspiration and talent
offered by some of the children. In Al Kredah the children said they were used to creating
their own plays at home. Sometimes they would present them to the teacher who often
allowed them to perform their plays in front of the school.
Without understanding of the underlying issues or at least the reasons for doing a particular
play, communication is likely to be poor. To understand the meaning of rights, for example,
it is necessary to understand that some people's rights are denied. A rights based
dance/song performed in Fangoga revealed little or no understanding of rights issues children's or anyone else's. The play was a mantra declaring the existence of rights but
offering no further comment. It could have been a useful opener to a play that actually
explored the subject or at least as a starting point for a discussion. A fuller play would be an
active stimulus or provocation for that discussion.
5
The difference lies in the presence of the audience. Because 'playing' theatre is not seen as being the same as
'playing' any other 'game', the presence of the audience is intimidating.
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The original guideline scripts have never been revised, in spite of recommendations by the
1993 workshop held in Mogran Hall.
In addition to the guideline plays, other plays have been prepared, on an ad hoc basis,
covering a range of topics.
With their inaccuracies, misinformation and didactic approach the plays do not foster a true
understanding of the issues. Indeed they may even be counter-productive, as was the case
with the children who believed that you could get AIDS from a toothbrush [4.A.1.b above].
By and large, the children and their teachers have indicated that the topics are not explored
specifically - either in class or in rehearsals. A lack of understanding will show through in the
performance. A child performing something that he or she believes in and finds important to
communicate will be more persuasive with enthusiasm and motivation. The plays did not
have this quality. For this reason as in El Sufi El Bashir, the teachers were shouting out even
during the performance, with instructions to stand here, move there or to speak more loudly.
That should not be necessary.
Note: the Sudan country pack booklet on CFCI describes a performance by one of TFL the
groups in Marala. From the description the performance appears to be of a higher standard
than those I have been describing. It too misses a beat.

4.C.2 MESSAGES ARE NO LONGER ENOUGH

Communication goes far beyond
providing people with information. It
involves listening to people, sharing
information in interesting and
accessible ways and helping them
understand its relevance to their
lives. Communicating Facts for Life
calls for an interactive, two-way
process
of
sharing
ideas,
knowledge and opinions.

A message of instruction to accord another person their
rights is not enough to motivate change. Information
stating that all people are equal and that children too
have rights, is not enough. While it may encourage
some people to accept vaccination, it is unlikely to
persuade a traditionalist away from the harmful
practices such as FGM. There are very real points of
UNICEF booklet on FFL
view on all sides of an argument. Without knowing that
the rights of others may be denied, it is not possible to
understand the significance of all this fuss over rights. These issues require a deeper
understanding than some of the FFLs and a deeper understanding than offered through the
message-laden conventions of theatre that TFL has used thus far.
General perception at community level is that TFL is a message service and not necessarily to
be confused with entertainment. One CDC member even suggested that it was
interchangeable with a meeting or a symposium.
Topics (usually chosen by the teacher) do not always relate specifically or deliberately to any
work that CFCI may be engaged in at any one particular time within the community. This is
an opportunity to be seized: using TFL as part of community mobilisation, in keeping with the
COMBI methodology, rather than just as a simple message service.
There has been some locally produced work in all the communities. The language at least
has moved away from the formal Arabic of the guideline plays. However, the form has not
evolved away from the didactic. There are conventions established now through a
combination of Schools' Theatre and TFL precedent. To change expectations now will
require training, application and patience. People will continue to believe that theatre
requires a play and a teacher to direct it. Increased involvement of a trained CFCI facilitator
will be useful in this, especially once the children do start to be more creatively involved.
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The formal sector in education is NOT geared to participatory work so the introduction of
participatory approaches may be beyond the reach of the average teacher. In this case
working through a dedicated trained CFCI staff member, in the non-formal sector, would
seem to address many of the reservations expressed in this evaluation.

4.C.3 THE GUIDELINE SCRIPTS6
Please refer to Annexe 9.C below, for further notes on the Scripts themselves.

The ‘measles’ character speaks his part in the Immunisation
play (Guideline Scripts)

The plays, in general, are an
exhortation to the adults that they
should take certain measures as
recommended in the FFL. They may
'inform' but they do not 'educate' as
there is no critical exploration of the
issues: so they do not lead to a critical
understanding. Without that there can
be no informed choices. To a certain
extent this can be left to a facilitated
public discussion. The mythical or
allegorical plays in particular, simply
work on fear of the diseases and blind
acceptance of superior, scientific
knowledge from outside. So any
discussion must unpack the metaphors
to deepen the level of understanding.

As they stand the Guideline Scripts tend to reinforce the urban and centralised beginnings of
the TFL programme. The plays are mostly written by professionals, with restrictive and
detailed instructions as to how a play has to be staged. In spite of the recommendations in
the Guideline Scripts that style, form and content should take local realities and culture into
account, the outcome has been a form of drama that slavishly follows the prescribed format.
There is little innovation in performance and what there is seems to come more from the
occasional talented schoolteacher (as in El Keredah) and the practice of schools’ theatre,
than from any inspiration generated by the guideline scripts. The end result is that the
children are effectively denied the right to express themselves and to reinvent theatre in their
own terms. Instead they are given words to say AS IF they are expressing themselves. This
approaches a denial of articles 12 and 13 of the CRC, the right to self-expression.
The result is an uninspired theatre that displays no conviction on the subject matter and
carries no sense of ownership by the children, either of form or of content.
The perception that it takes a superior being to write a play is given body by the scripts and
it is disempowering. It is further sustained by the city-based trainers and by the TFL system
as it is. All the teachers and community members that we spoke to confirmed this belief that
not anyone can create a play, least of all a child.

6

Throughout the report I have referred to the written scripts (titled 'Scripts THEATRE FOR LIFE Plays' on the front
page of the booklet as the 'Guideline Scripts'. This is in order to avoid confusion with any other plays being
described that may have been created by the TFL leaders and the community actors beyond the examples in the
booklet.
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It is a false belief. Folk art is more often the product of artisans than artists. In Africa
musicians often belong to a low caste; nobles may be above ‘acting’ in plays. The notion of
'art' as a creative process authored only by inspired and special beings is an invention of the
west and it gets in the way of a community project with an otherwise simple objective: to
'play' with local issues in a public 'play' form. At community level, it is not about the quality of
the art. It is like home-movies. When the parents see their children on the stage they are
proud. This was evident in the performances we saw. The friends and siblings of the actors
told us they liked TFL because they saw their friends on the stage. We also learned from
village discussions that theatre is more real than are other media of dissemination. This is
especially true of theatre in the local language or colloquial dialect. It is this closeness, not
the quality of the art, that draws the audience in and brings the issue home to the
community audience of neighbours, friends, family, community.
There was a workshop to review the scripts held at Mogran Hall in September 2003. Broadly
speaking this evaluation supports the comments made at that time. However those
recommendations were made on the assumption that the scripts were a useful device in
accordance with the methodology of TFL since its inception. This evaluation is
recommending a radical turnaround in methodology that, if adopted, will render the
Guideline Script format redundant. In its place a field-manual with instruction on devising
processes and child-rights information has been preferred, allowing a more flexible and childcentred approach. ( see 5.B.5 below).

4.D Objective 3:
Assess the impact of the project on knowledge, attitudes and
practices of children, teachers and community members:
The 1997 UNICEF-MENARO case-study7 asserts a successful outcome of the TFL
programme. In the absence of subsequent, up to date formal data, there is not much more
to be said regarding impact. We can only accept that there is no reason to assume any
change in the nature of the community that would divert the potential for successful
communication through theatre.
Quite the reverse. With the prospect of peace on the horizon, there will be a significant
migration across the country of returning IDPs. This will put added strain on the
communities who would wish to welcome them but will find themselves stretched at a variety
of levels. An exploratory participatory drama is ideally
One group of children spoke about how
suited to open up the ensuing dilemmas for debate and
young girls of 13, who had fallen
resolution in the public forum.
Although there is no specific evidence of behaviour
change that can be attributed directly to the TFL
programme, anecdotal evidence abounded in individual
examples of successful information transfer and its
impact.

pregnant, were too shy to declare their
condition until it became all too evident.
This has changed since plays have
addressed that issue.

People are strongly in favour of the project for a range of valid reasons. Acceptance of the
information (the first level of impact) depends on the considerable respect accorded by the
community to teacher and any school or education related activity. They are convinced of its
effect as an information tool.
7
Lorre, Terri, THEATRE FOR LIFE: A Modality For Communicating Facts For Life Messages UNICEF-MENARO
Innovations in Basic Education Series, Case-study No. 2, 1997
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As described in 3.C above information is not equivalent to knowledge. Nonetheless the
intended information transfer has, on the whole, succeeded wherever plays on a given topic
have been presented regularly. Generally people know about the elements of the FFL. How
they know these facts cannot be separated out and attributed to any one source of
information. Even with specific impact indicators and relevant baseline information it would
be difficult to assess or attribute changes in understanding to the TFL programme rather
than other changes in the community over the past 12 years .
The infrastructure and the expectation of TFL are there - if it can be turned around to
address these issues it will live up to the positive expectations expressed across the board.
It is widely accepted among the communities as among Ministry and CFCI staff that TFL has
had a positive effect on bringing children into school and on vaccination rates. Beyond these
relatively quantifiable areas, it has not been possible to gain any real impression of impact.
Almost all the children that we spoke to, with the exception of a few of the boys, insist that
they will refuse FGM when they grow up. Note: the fact that some boys, even inside the
performers' group, are not convinced has not been addressed by the TFL. Using DIE (Drama
in Education) techniques, this could be explored in the rehearsal space prior to putting on the
plays.
We know that the vaccination campaign was also very highly profiled in other development
initiatives, and we know that it has been largely successful in these communities. Most
people have said TFL contributed significantly to that success. We cannot know.
Of 60 CFCI village level TFL leaders
trained recently in Ed Damazin, only ten
We asked the children why they did the vaccination play
have gone on to initiate TFL activity.
over and over again when they know that vaccination has
Precedents elsewhere suggest that this
been successful in the village. One girl answered that yes,
we know it now and we are all vaccinated, but we do it for
is not a bad outcome of a one week
the future, so that the knowledge does not die. (And these
training programme, although with the
are the children that we are told do not have the intellect for
CFCI/TFL infrastructure to fall back on
playmaking.)
one might have expected a higher take
up rate. However, other constraints
apply here and according to the Damazin CFCI staff some communities do not have the time
to set up these activities and without a school there is not the possibility of doing the work.
With its base in learning through repetition of the facts, a principle expanded outwards from
the classroom, the community education targeted may be slow. It takes place mostly in the
school, with varying degrees of attendance. Although attendance at the festival and special
occasion performances might incorporate "all the village", most of the performances take
place in school time and will not be attended by "all the village" even if that was a literal
truth. In practice some of those minority or marginalised groups that exist on the fringes of
many villages may not attend any of the shows, while farmers and their womenfolk are
unlikely to have time for weekly performance in school hours. So impact will be slow. That
is not a bad thing, there can be no deadline for that, but it is hard to measure authoritatively.
If the project succeeds in handing ownership of the activities to the community and the
children in particular, and if they do begin to 'run the show' themselves, or at least to steer
and negotiate the content in a mutually favourable direction, then TFL may sustain itself. At
such a time the number of performances and their content will become impact indicators of
their own -- and UNICEF can consider differently the answer to key question 2 - 'do the TFL
groups need further UNICEF support?'
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4.E Key question 2
Do the TFL groups need further support from UNICEF?
4.E.1 YES, WITH A RADICAL SHIFT IN APPROACH
4.E.1.a

Adopting a more child-centred approach, considering ownership
and participation

The question raises two related questions, regarding sustainability. The first is the durability
of the knowledge generated by such a programme. As long as the issues raised continue to
be relevant, then knowledge will propagate itself once established. If it is not relevant or not
understood, mere information will become redundant or unused and will fall away.
The second question asks whether the TFL as such will be of long-term use to the
community and therefore be sustained within it.
Schools' Theatre is embedded in the culture of Sudan. This assures the sustainability of
theatre, if not TFL, itself. It needs UNICEF support to maintain its utility as a development
tool, with FFL and child rights in particular focus.
If the TFL groups were to become truly participatory, and the youth presence on the CDCs
were to evolve into an active and real participation, then it is well within the bounds of
possibility for some of the TFL groups to be running the TFL programme themselves. It
could take four or five years to arrive at this point. It may well be a role for the 15 - 18
year-olds, who are currently just entering the TFL activities. Although this age group are
technically still children as defined in the CRC, they are currently not included in the TFL
programme as they have passed out of the basic education system.
In such circumstances, the autonomy and sustainability of the TFL programme will be
possible. Topics and treatment of content will be their own affair and UNICEF will not be able
to direct content towards FFL, rights or any other preferred perspective.
Historically CFCI have funded training of the actors or establishment of a TFL troupe as well
as stage materials including the stage itself, costumes etc. and refreshments at some of the
events. (see 4.B.8 above). When questioned, all stakeholders admit that the paraphernalia
of theatre (stage, décor etc) are not essential; they remain in the list of expectations from
UNICEF support. The same is true of refreshments. Dependence on these elements carries
a risk that the activity will always be seen as a UNICEF/CFCI activity, working against
attempts at ownership generated by the CDC/CFCI relationship. Hindsight from other
instances of TFD, including my own, has shown that dependence on refreshments works
against the sustainability of the project.
It may be that a deal can be struck with participating communities where TFL training is
provided (for facilitators and for the group) but that all peripherals should be the contribution
of the community.

4.E.1.b

Embracing the non-formal education sector

Using teachers as TFL leaders means that the TFL activity could carry the teacher/pupil
power relationship over into the creative process. This will constrain the generation of
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participatory, collaborative work in devising of theatre work. Moving out of the formal
education context will free up the creative potential of the programme, even if the teacher is
still the TFL 'facilitator'. See [5.B.6 below].
TFL's confinement to the formal education sector, with performances happening only in the
school area, also carries a significant risk of social exclusion. In addition to arguments
outlined elsewhere in this document, the inclusion of the non-formal education sector will
allow the inclusion of those people who reside on the fringes of any community - be they
IDPs, returnees, nomads or other ethnic groupings. Or children who do not go to school.
Some social groups remain 'invisible'. A move away from the formal education sector would
open the door to other language groups who have settled in the fringes of a given
community. Plays in local language will be easier to understand and will have other
advantages in including those parts of a broader community that may have become used to
marginalisation by the native residents. Such an attitude is hard to spot and may be
strenuously denied by some sectors of the community. This was the case in Sufi El Bashir,
where a passing comment during a transect walk alerted the team to the existence of a
nomad community on the edges of the village who did indeed feel marginalised by our visit
and our lack of attention to them. It may have been a stray hothead, but an undercurrent
was identified which could have been addressed later through a drama performance - just to
see and gauge the audience's (i.e. the community's) reaction, and to open up the subject for
future interventions.
Either way, outside the school there will be the freedom to implement whatever language
any group feels most comfortable with. Devised theatre is based on improvisation and the
spontaneous expression of ideas and feelings that we suppress in formal speech. For this
reason it is important to use informal language.

4.E.1.c

broadening its training base.

Stakeholders at every level have stressed the need for further training. The paradigm shift
recommended above and throughout this evaluation can be initiated through a substantial
training programme touching all levels, from the trainer trainers to the staff of CFCI to the
teachers and children.
Training of the TFL staff has been too narrow in its focus. If all the necessary aspect or
criteria are not covered by one trainer, then a team of trainers could be put together that
cover aspects of creative facilitation with children, the devising of plays with children (D.I.E.),
aspects of child rights and how to facilitate an understanding thereof. This will be detailed in
the Recommendations and Training sections.
There are key aspects of the training programme offered by the RPPB that would be
invaluable to CFCI and TFL. Hitherto there has been a risk of duplication in the area of
training. The evaluation recommends that some collaboration and joint training initiatives be
considered - though class numbers here should never increase beyond 30 for participatory
work. [see 4.G below, 5.B.7 below].

4.E.1.d

With a revised structure co-ordinated centrally

The programme has been allowed to drift. CFCI staff at least, have expressed this feeling.
Some good practices have grown out of the free rein, and some TFL activity has
disintegrated. An overall co-ordinator with substantial experience of Theatre for
Development and Drama in Education would engage with the stakeholders at staff and
community level to rework the structure, design and staffing of the programme. Together
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they would create a new project document and field handbook, instigate a training regime
and establish a Participatory Monitoring & Evaluation (PM&E) protocol.

4.F Question 3:
Could the TFL groups be used for passing on other messages?
4.F.1 YES, THIS IS
ESSENTIAL

During a transect walk In Fangoga a young boy, perhaps 14 years
old, told us about a play he had seen.
In the play a thief robbed a house whose door had been left open.

In fact it is already happening. It
Later the thief was caught by the neighbours. Some wanted to
began around 1994-7 when the El
beat him up then and there, others preferred to take him to the
police post instead.
Obeid office - ever a leader in the
early days of TFL - realised that it
A brief discussion with the boy and his friends revealed very clear
could be used to address the low
insights into the justice that was done and the danger of mob
justice.
level of scholarity in the area
addressing article 28 of the CRC,
Further discussion covered the 'villain's' need to steal, whether he
the right to education. More
was a villain at all, poverty and led to issues of rights and
democracy.
recently diversification has been the
positive by-product of the loosening
These were not connections that the children had made when they
of control over the TFL programme.
watched the play, but they were willing and interested to rise to the
debate once it was facilitated.
The negative side is that there has
been a general decline in quality of
performance, for reasons described
elsewhere in this evaluation (4.B.1 above).The plays still have a firmly didactic approach and
frequently ignore the normal elements of dramatic structure (such as 'dramatic conflict') that
they will have been taught in the original training sessions.
The range of non-FFL topics that have been dealt with through theatre is large, since they
blend seamlessly with Schools' Theatre. They ranged from Tree planting (in Um Aradaiba,
where they have a tree nursery supplied by another NGO) through the 'Bad Habits' of a
husband who had tired of his wife and no longer found her attractive, to the problems of a
young man looking for a job in the capital. Those adhering most closely to the idea of FFL as
such seem to be the most didactic, though serious issues are addressed by some of the
Schools' Theatre work as well. In some villages however (like Um Aradaiba) the two are
seen quite separately, with Schools' Theatre tending more towards entertainment.

4.F.1.a

But the terminology is misleading:

The word 'message' has come to imply a top-down system of
communication that implies the power and superior
knowledge of the message bearer. It suggests a lack of
dialogue and real communication between message bearer
and recipient. This has been the case in the TFL work that
the team has seen and there is nothing to suggest that it will
not hold true for the rest of the programme, nation-wide.

:Asked whether the TFL was
entertainment or education the
reply was:
"as for entertainment we don't
know, but TFL is the best way
to learn a message"
UM Aradaiba, CDC secretary

Any reworking of the project should replace the word message, and the notion should be
phased out of the practice of TFL in the field. This will start with the recommended training
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programme and should aim to affect the TFL culture at community level over the next few
years. It should be replaced with more participatory notions such as dialogue and
explorations. Plays should aim to present issues without solution, so as to generate an
informed discussion in the audience. (see Recommendations 5.B.6 below)

4.F.1.b

Community members have identified a number of topics that
ought to be addressed

Although men have tended to be more conservative, children and women in the various
communities that we visited were forthcoming in their suggestions as to appropriate topics
for future TFL. Proposals have included local corruption (from a group of women who were
reluctant to offer more detail - though their meaning was evidently clear to the others in the
focus group. This is ideal territory for development theatre activity); and continued aspects
of girl child education - with specific reference to encouraging community as well as CFCI to
build separate classrooms for the growing number of girls. The women were also concerned
about the supply of clean water in the village, and felt that a play could be created which
encouraged people to take action on the subject.
The children raised a number of issues
including the defence of their right to
play-time (in the context of the denial of
that right when they are required to work
on the building of new classrooms); the
refusal by some classmates to share their
or lend books (social concerns - inclusion,
participation) and more than once the
children proposed the subject of domestic
violence.
These are all topics that come from the
community, but may be related directly to
issues of child survival and rights. CFCI
Performers in sufi El Bechir try their hand at improvising
involvement in programming TFL events
a short play of their own devising. It concerned a child
could take such performances to their
whose schoolmate refused to share his schoolbooks. A
conclusion and follow them with further
second play concerned domestic violence.
aspects relating to these topics, thus
pointing at their significance in either FFL or child rights terms. This would fix the TFL
programme in its correct perspective while allowing the CFCI staff to incorporate the plays
into their general community mobilisation activities, according to the association with the
COMBI methodology.
This will remove any perceived gaps between the communications strategies of the CFCI
programme and the rather vague perceptions of TFL thus far.

4.F.1.c

And the approach to the creation of performances must be
revised

Theatre and stories of all kinds are about people and the difficulties that they face, the
decisions that they have to take and the changes that they must make in order to live their
lives. This is the territory of drama explorations.
If anything it is more appropriate to development theatre than the original messages of FFL.
Drama is about the interface of developmental facts and problems and the difficulties, often
cultural and social, of actually carrying out the solutions. It is ideal for social issues: rights,
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community concerns of all kinds including social integration, peace building, awarenessraising, and community health (as the original TFL).
Plays should pose problems and these problems should be addressed in public debate, with a
view to closure, conclusion and resolution through action plans where appropriate. [see also
5.A.6 below].
Given the current TFL culture of performing scripted plays, it may be worth considering the
implementation of Forum Theatre at least as an interim measure8. Forum Theatre relies upon
a prepared play whose protagonist is the victim of a particular man-made and changeable
problem. The plays depict a situation where by behaving in a certain way, the protagonist
becomes 'oppressed' or suffers as a result. The play is presented and the audience invited to
intervene and show where the character went wrong, suggesting alternative actions and
strategies. These are explored either dramatically or by public discussion at the time of the
play.
It would introduce them to an interactive theatre form that depicts local problems, explores
moral and social dilemmas and evolves a solution to those issues - at the time of the
performance while people are engaged in thinking about that issue.
Forum Theatre is an established and recognised technique. It is often incorporated in Drama
in Education programmes and in Theatre for Development all over the world. Its particular
significance in this section is that it can be taught as a discrete discipline, trainers are readily
available, and it might serve as a 'quick hit' restart mechanism, while a longer term strategy
is being researched.
One reservation however, would need to be explored. Interviewees and colleagues alike
frequently asserted that the rural public in Sudan are "overly shy". Of course it is not clear
exactly what that means. However Forum theatre does rely on the audience being provoked
by the actions they have seen on the stage into declaring their opinion in public forum,
perhaps even being persuaded onto the stage to act it out - to rehearse the new strategy.
If implemented, it could lead to the construction of a locally appropriate style of TFL
performance, unfettered by the strictures of the original prescribed format. A caution: it
would be easy to make the same mistake and ‘fix’ the rules of forum theatre too – in which
case we would merely have switched one regime for another.
It is more useful for a play to explore the moral or social dilemmas that give rise to a
particular problem than to offer a prescribed solution, on whatever topic. An open ended,
unresolved situation, presented in terms and featuring familiar characters should provoke
members of the audience to participate in a public debate. This should be facilitated by a
CFCI staff member, at least in early days of the programme's reorientation. The aim of the
discussion would be to draw out and evolve the community's own strategies and conclusions.
If the recommended solutions are indeed the best, the community will agree. If there are
constraints, they will be addressed. It is often appropriate for a facilitator to use the
discussion to establish an action plan then and there, while enthusiasm runs high. For

8

The term and form were coined by Augusto Boal in his native Brazil. A disciple of the visionalry educator who
himself brought participatory thinking into the worlds of Education and of Development, Boal has applied the
principles of Freire's 'Pedagogy of the Oppressed' to the practice of developmental drama. The details are
described in his books 'Theatre of the Oppressed' (Pluto Press) and 'Games for Actors and Non-actors' (Routledge).
In Burkina Faso, Prosper Kompaore and his Atelier Theatre Burkinabe have successfully introduced the practice of
Forum Theatre over the past 25 years. Now it is a popular theatre form. Numerous trainers of Forum Theatre now
abound internationally and the technique has become common in TFD.
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example, a play on malaria prevention could establish an action committee for cleaning up an
open water source to prevent mosquito breeding.
Such analytical discussion is particularly important when there are traditionalists present who
prefer their sometimes-harmful practices. It is imperative if TFL is to address issues of rights
and social inclusion. These are not facts with a scientific basis like the medical realities of
the FFL. Instead, they are concerned with our values, our ethics and our perception of our
rights. They can only be understood through exploration and understanding. TFL is perfectly
placed to accommodate these explorations as long as it implements a more participatory
approach.
Of course it is likely in some communities, that women may be reluctant to speak out in
public. In this case group discussions or focus groups on the following day should be
considered.
This does not mean that CFCI/UNICEF must relinquish all control over content and subject
matter - merely that it should be able to negotiate these to the satisfaction of all
stakeholders. Let it be an exchange of ideas, a dialogue.
The actors i.e. the children should continue to be the focus of the activity, but they should be
participant in that process. This will inevitably lead to the subject matter being presented
through their eyes, from their point of view. This should be the bottom line of a project that
places children at the centre. It constitutes a useful starting point for any public debate of
issues that concern children and ensures that they are present in those debates. This is key,
as in other circumstances it is quite likely that they would not be consulted.

4.F.1.d

TFL could work alongside other communications media, some of
which may be more suited to message dissemination

There is already some dismay among CFCI staff that community radio is treated separately
from TFL. They believe that the programme is being monitored separately, as a new activity,
and is rated more highly by UNICEF.
Although they are aware that legislation regarding community radio and its licensing is new
in Sudan and therefore likely to be more closely monitored, some CFCI staff feel isolated in
this and do not feel their TFL activities to be properly supported.
All the communications media have their advantages and their drawbacks and could profit
from being perceived as part of a communications strategy that aims at both information
dissemination and cultural action. Radio is less interactive than theatre and has different
advantages. The communities have shown themselves to be aware of this, celebrating the
live quality of TFL and recognising its qualitative difference from the recorded media.
The radio programme does not allow the possibility of immediate dialogue. In time the
growing presence of mobile phones in the villages will open that door too. Although radio
can and should still seek to represent the community it also lends itself to the presentation of
raw information and strategic advice. If programming is done in collaboration and
negotiation with TFL workers then the questions that are raised by the radio broadcast can
be illustrated and explored in TFL performances and their solutions worked out in discussions
after the show.
Moreover some CFCI units have video cameras. CFCI staff should consider the use of those
cameras towards the same ends.
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As for performance forms and cultural
inclusions, the importance of song and dance
should not be ignored. Song is a form that
belongs to the people; small children write
songs and sing them. Songs may carry
messages more readily than theatre, for just
like radio, there is no immediate response to a
song. And like radio they can be used to
introduce a topic. Indeed some of the
dance/song presentations such as the ones
performed for the team in Al Tariat (Peace) and
Fangoga (Rights) would have worked very well
if integrated into a more exploratory piece of
theatre on the same subjects.

TFL performer in Al Tariat speaks a poem
about rural life without telephones, without
televisions and without ‘modernity’ – while
being photographed with a phone-camera.

4.G Key Question 4:
What modifications of the TFL
structure should be made for expansion to new communities?

As originally conceived the project is no longer appropriate, but the presence of the TFL/CFCI
infrastructure is a valuable asset that should be exploited. In order to put the child at the
centre of the programme, it must be redefined.
Its centralised script production and the use of the children as conduit for information does
not sit easily within the context of the CRC principles upon which the CFCI is now firmly
based. Particularly, as in the case of the guideline scripts, when that information has been
identified, prioritised and written away from the target communities, and expressed in terms
and settings that may not be locally appropriate. [4.C.3 above]
The most radical changes are conceptual and qualitative rather than structural. They are
outlined in the Recommendations [5 below]. Detailed recommendations as to project
redesign are beyond the scope of a two week assessment.
The key structural recommendation is for a post to be created for a Theatre For
Development practitioner to make a detailed assessment of the programme and to design
and deliver a training programme that will set the recommended changes in motion. [5.B.2
below] Overall the programme needs a co-ordinator who may or may not be the same
person as the above. [5.B.1 below]
At State level CFCI units need to have one staff member dedicated to the TFL programme, as
used to be the case in earlier CFVI units.
The target community of the programme should move beyond formal education (schools)
into the non-formal education sector. [5.A.3 below].This will open up the possibility of
reaching parts of the community that have hitherto been inaccessible as well as changing
towards a participatory, child-centred approach which, sadly, is difficult in a conventional
educational context.
Expansion to new communities, as well as the evolution of the TFL groups as peer to peer
educators [5.A.9 below], will be facilitated by encouraging the idea of inter-village drama and
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football events. These 'mini-festivals' would allow TFL groups get to share the work they
have been doing with other villages and see what the others also have produced. If a village
has no drama group, it would be a means of introducing the idea and looking to its
implementation [5.A.12 below].
A mini-festival could be programmed with a specific topic as theme for competitive drama
presentation. They would allow a transparent sharing of CFCI TFL activities in opening new
territory as well as bringing issues to a new community.
The occasion of the CFVI/CFCI shift makes it an opportune moment for these changes.
Synergy with RPPB and the Peace-Building project at UNICEF level is imperative at planning
and implementation stages - including training. This will prevent duplication in training while
consolidating the approach to the use of theatre and media as community mobilisation tools
within UNICEF. Collaboration in the field should remain as a possibility, particularly with the
prospect of significant migrations of IDPs and returnees in the near future.
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5 Recommendations

5.A Changes in breadth and approach
In line with UNICEF's new, rights-based Child Friendly Communities Initiative, changes are
needed in the philosophy and perception of TFL as well as of FFL and rights at both state
and village level. In order to achieve this, we recommend certain structural changes and a
substantial investment in an ongoing training programme.
I have drawn up a graph suggesting a possible time-scale for getting this under way, in one
state or one culturally coherent area. The chart attempts to distinguish the recommended
structural changes from the qualitative leaps in approach.

5.A.1 THE PROJECT MUST ADOPT A FIRMLY CHILD-CENTRED APPROACH
Re- orientation of the project towards a more child-centred approach is a major shift. It will
take some years of cultural action to alter the longstanding habits and attitudes with regard
to the nature and purpose of theatre. Only once these have changed will the true potential
of TFL to address the actual topics it has been charged with begin to show itself.
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A move to a truly participatory approach at village level will demands a shift in philosophy
and methodology. This move will be a lesson in itself as far as rights and social inclusion are
concerned. The new methodology can continue to encompass health issues (FFL) while
broadening into the area of values, ethics and rights.
The children's place is at the centre of the project. Through TFL they can explore their world
- whether health issues, their own rights or the community's need to integrate and build
peace. From that starting point the children will be able to exploit that voice within the
community that TFL has already ALMOST given them. Plays devised by the children, built
through improvisation, will also have the advantages of taking less time and being livelier to
watch. Such plays will lend themselves to more frequent repetition because they will be more
flexible.
¾

The agenda for TFL performances and content should be negotiated between the
children performers, the community and the CFCI staff.

¾

Children should be seen as creative partners in a creative process.

5.A.2 TFL SHOULD EXPLOIT ITS POTENTIAL AS A TOOL FOR SOCIAL
MOBILISATION
The dissemination of information, through whatever medium, is not enough to engage with
the complexities of issues concerning the existence of rights, how they are denied and what
to do about the implications of this. Dissemination of information remains a significant part
of the process. However, CFCI staff are detached from the TFL process without realising
how TFL could help them in their designated task of 'social mobilisation'. Further training
should open up such a potential.
¾

CFCI staff should be trained in using TFL for social mobilisation.

5.A.3 BROADENING THE BASE TO INCLUDE NON-FORMAL EDUCATION
A top-down culture is deeply embedded in the formal education sector - schools - and in
teacher/pupil relationships and is unlikely to change in the immediate future. If a
participatory approach is to be practised it should be beyond the confines of the school.
Furthermore if other sectors of the community are to be included in the work - and indeed
they may be the very targets once rights are brought into focus - then the school cannot
continue to be the exclusive base for the work. We can hope that the participatory approach
of TFL will influence the practice of Schools' Theatre, while remaining distinct from it.
¾

TFL should be declared and seen as something separate from schools and Schools
Theatre, with different aims and methods. Care must be taken not to set up in opposition
to the teachers' work with the children in school. This would be counter-productive and
harmful to the programme as well as the cohesion of the community.

¾

Communities should continue the recent trend of sending grassroots members for
training as TFL facilitators.
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5.A.4 SO AS TO INCLUDE ALL SECTORS OF THE COMMUNITY
Most of the communities that the team visited had a significant presence from other ethnic
groups, IDPs and out -of-school children (whether male or female, school age or 15-18 year
olds) as well as the potential of returnees,
¾

TFL should adapt itself to address these sectors of the community, incorporating them in
the process, performing to them or advocating on their behalf, as appropriate.

5.A.5 TFL SHOULD CONSIDER THE INCLUSION OF 15 - 18 YEAR OLDS
There is a tendency for this age-group to leave the village in search of their fortunes as part
of rural-urban drift. However, those who remain are at a significant stage of their own
development. Their perspective on community affairs may be more considered than the
younger children and they could make a constructive contribution to the work .
This may be the age group that will be most appropriate to take on the sustained running of
a future TFL programme. The current system, run partly by the teacher and partly by the
CDC, is based on insufficient training and insufficient experience of the potential of TFD and
TFL.
Those who have elected to stay in their villages might be considered for training as TFL
facilitators (in spite of the ever present risk that they might be obliged to leave for economic
reasons). Such a role might alleviate the possibility that their presence as fellow actors could
intimidate some of the youngsters.
¾

CFCI Staff should work with this age-group (15-18) to see how they might become
involved.

5.A.6 THE PLAYS SHOULD PRESENT THE DILEMMAS, RATHER THAN
PRESCRIBE SOLUTIONS
¾

Performances should move away from the current didactic format.

¾

Instead problem-posing dramas should be devised, that present issues, social
contradictions and related personal dilemmas without prescribing solutions. This will
generate an informed discussion so as to allow people to arrive at their own strategies
and take their own decisions.[see also 4.F.1.c above]

¾

Given the current TFL culture of performing scripted plays, it may be worth considering
the implementation of Forum Theatre at least as an interim measure see .[see also
4.F.1.c above]

5.A.7 PROBLEM-POSING DRAMAS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED BY ANALYTICAL
DISCUSSIONS AND PLANS FOR ACTION
There has been suggestion that discussions were a part of the early TFL in the CFVI villages,
but the practice has fallen away. Facilitating such debates is an important skill, which is
equally useful in running village meetings on any topic. Some attention should be given to
this at staff training sessions.
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TFL events may comprise multiple plays, making it difficult to focus a debate. It would be
preferable to plan performance events with a single serious theme, although lighter plays
might serve as a run-up to the key piece.
Public discussion will enhance rather than inhibit the discussions that are already taking place
in the family and in the community. Private debates about HTP or the merits and demerits of
nomad settlers should find a public forum, using TFL

¾

Plays of a problem-posing, no-solution, format could explore audience participation or at
least provoke a facilitated public discussion. It will also allow the facilitator to pick up on
unintended mixed messages.

¾

Post-performance discussions should be (re-)introduced following training of CFCI and
TFL facilitators in appropriate facilitation techniques.

¾

Facilitators should 'seize the moment' of public debate to draw up action plans relating to
the topic under discussion.

¾

Any conclusions drawn in public discussion should always be tested by a facilitator with
those sectors of a community who did not attend or offer their opinions in public. This
would include women, other children, minority groups etc.

5.A.8 PLAYS SHOULD BE DEVISED WITH THE CHILDREN'S CREATIVE
PARTICIPATION
Poor understanding of the topic by the performers (and as a consequence any lack of clarity
for the audience too) would be improved by the introduction of plays devised with the
teacher by the children.
This will necessitate working on one of
the preconceptions that will be the
hardest to shift. At all levels the idea that
children "do not have the intellectual
capacity" to create plays has been
expressed. This is part and parcel of the
notion of theatre as primarily a literary
form: a play should be written
beforehand and presented to the actors
at rehearsals.
It is true that children may not be able to
do that. However their creativity and
imagination are invaluable assets to many
A boy sings a song to break the silence of a shy
Drama in Education projects worldwide,
audience in a village meeting in Um Arada, during the
and their growth and development as a
evaluation visit.
result is well documented elsewhere.
Children learn through creative play and the application of the imagination. They will come
to understand the issues.
The pride displayed in the eyes of the parents at some of the performances that the team
saw will support further efforts. The impact of what the children have to say will not be lost,
indeed the level of TFL-related debate in the homes (already generated by the children) can
only be enhanced through their increased understanding.
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¾

The plays should be devised by the children, with the facilitators' guidance.

5.A.9 TFL PERFORMERS SHOULD BE SEEN AS PEER TO PEER EDUCATORS
In contrast to the early TFL that used the children to pass messages to the parents, the TFL
groups should come to be seen as peer to peer educators, working around rights issues that
relate to them directly. This might mean working in their own community with other groups
of children - returning IDPs, nomad children, out-of-school kids etc. A mechanism would
need to be evolved by them to make it possible to gather such groups together.
Or they cold perform in neighbouring villages. A similar process still happens on a friendly
and competitive level in Blue Nile, with football tournaments and drama as well as other
festive activities.
Finally they could simply organise welcoming events with some drama performances when a
new group returns home, or negotiates the right to settle on the edges of the village.
¾

The children should be supported in building horizontal links using their theatre skills to
socialise across sectors, to educate and consolidate their own community as peer to peer
educators.

5.A.10

IN THE LONGER TERM, CHILDREN SHOULD BEGIN TO CREATE
THEIR OWN PLAYS

These should be on issues of their own choice and
identification. Selection should be negotiated with
CDC and CFCI as appropriate.
Already during the focus group interviews the
children have shown themselves to be capable of
offering ideas for plays' content, of creating the
scenes for such plays and also in identifying the
target for their 'messages'.
¾

One, perhaps ten year-old, boy in Al Tariat
said he would show his play to the chief - and
if the chief did not listen, he would take the
play to CFCI, if CFCI did not listen he would
go to the President!
Such is the potential assurance and initiative
of the children if encouraged to think beyond
the frame within which they are normally
confined.

Children should eventually be working independently of the school structure, preparing
plays according to their own vision.

5.A.11

EVENTUALLY THE CHILDREN SHOULD BE RUNNING THE TFL

ACTIVITY THEMSELVES
This might be the role of the 15 - 18 year old age group, or it could be the designated
responsibility of the child/youth members of the CDC. Either way programming would be in
partnership and negotiation with the CDC and CFCI as appropriate.
Only at this point will a future reviewer be able to respond differently to Key Question 2: Do
the TFL groups need further support from UNICEF?
¾

Target: an autonomous TFL run by the older children in partnership with the CFCI.
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5.A.12

INTER-VILLAGE FESTIVALS OF DRAMA

Expansion to new communities, as well as the evolution of the TFL groups as peer to peer
educators, will be facilitated by encouraging the idea of inter-village drama and football
events. These 'mini-festivals' would allow TFL groups get to share the work they have been
doing with other villages and see what the others also have produced. If a village has no
drama group, it would be a means of introducing the idea and looking to its implementation.
A mini-festival could be programmed with a specific topic as theme for competitive drama
presentation. They would allow a transparent sharing of CFCI TFL activities in opening new
territory as well as bringing issues to a new community.
¾

Continue or revive inter-village theatre (TFL) events, introducing themes or topics to
possible drama competitions.

5.A.13

CULTURAL INTEGRATION - INCORPORATING LOCAL ARTISTIC
FORMS AND LANGUAGES

Song is a fundamental artistic and cultural form of expression in Sudan. Children regularly
create songs in these communities. Furthermore song is well suited to the repetition of
important social narratives and messages. It should be incorporated into the TFL work.
Currently it is there, but tends to be seen as an adjunct to the plays or as warm-up starters,
rather than being integrated into their structure. They can carry a chorus/message if it is
appropriate, while the play explores other possibilities and constraints.
It is important in the practice of cultural action, of which TFD forms a significant part, to
engage with local culture; to work with local cultural forms and artistic practices. This affects
the issues of ownership already discussed and also makes communication easier. Included in
this are the efforts to make the plays in the mother-tongue, and discussions too. This may
mean a different approach with different sectors of these communities. Focus group
discussions revealed that they are not as homogeneous as some of the CFCI staff told the
team.
Most of the stakeholders we spoke to would endorse this view. The guideline plays,
however, appear to be recommending an artistic form that is far removed from the
indigenous cultural experience. This is counter-productive. [5.B.7]
¾
¾

Measures should be taken to ensure and expand the use of culturally appropriate forms
of expression.
CFCI should negotiate an agreement that the community's contribution to the TFL
activity will be the provision and creation of the stage paraphernalia, and the stage itself,
from local materials. This should be seen as an exchange, or a payment in kind, for
training and support of the TFL activity.

5.A.14

TFL NEEDS HANDS-ON INVOLVEMENT OF CFCI STAFF.

Participatory partnerships do not imply the retreat of field-workers and their activities. That
is reserved for the final steps of a successful long-term involvement. At present the CFCI
staff have not been as fully involved in TFL as they might have been, and this has
contributed to the decline and dissipation of the activity.
Partly this is due to the same geographical and resource constraints that beleaguer all
aspects of the CFCI. Partly it is due, as already described, to misconceptions about children's
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capacity to create theatre. As a result of this, they have not been implementing TFL in the
new CFCI communities where there are not yet any schools.
Regular staff presence would allow CFCI to co-ordinate the participatory monitoring of
changes in local attitude and understanding. It will help to monitor any resultant activities.
TFL should be seen as an integral part of the community mobilisation campaign.
Moreover, CFCI will have its own agenda for topics that need to be covered, as will the
children and the communities. Choice should be made according to negotiation between
CFCI and the TFL group. If there are differing priorities, room should be made for work on
all of them. If CFCI are working on a particular issue in the village, it would be useful to
generate drama on that subject. Likewise there may be a perceived need from CFCI for
work on one of the FFLs. Requesting the group to put up a play on a specific topic would be
acceptable and would also serve as research telling the CFCI worker much about the levels of
understanding on the subject. [S]he could then work on the content with the group and
perform it at a later stage, preferably during the same visit. Plays prepared in this way take
less time if performed informally than the original formal style.
With the recommended emphasis on hands-on CFCI involvement in TFL activity, and in postshow discussions, it will be necessary to strike a balance that does not diminish the CDC's
sense of ownership. It is also important that the CFCI staff facilitator takes steps to keep the
women on board as they may be shy to speak out publicly. This may involve a follow-up
discussion on the following day. As far as possible this should all be absorbed in the normal
schedule of the CFCI field-work.
¾
¾
¾

CFCI staff should initiate the establishment and maintenance of a participatory
monitoring and evaluation (PM&E) infrastructure [see 5.C below].
CFCI staff should be involved in the negotiation and choice of TFL topics, at least during
a restart period.
CFCI staff should be present as often as possible at performances and should run aftershow discussions. They should be alerted to the potential of using TFL to support their
current campaigns and trained in how to do this.

5.B Structural changes
In order to achieve the changes outlined above certain structural and methodological
changes are indicated. These are the recommended strategies and actions.

5.B.1 [EVENTUAL] APPOINTMENT OF A TFL CO-ORDINATOR:
The programme is drifting. It needs to be taken in hand, its strong points endorsed and its
weaknesses trimmed away. After that it may be possible to allow each culture-specific
version to move along a path that most suits its own conditions. However even then some
accountability and overall monitoring will be needed to ensure coherence and so that each
separate TFL entity may have the opportunity to learn from the others and adopt innovations
from other areas.
For this reason the appointment of an overall TFL co-ordinator is recommended, to oversee
the changes outlined and ensure their long-term implementation. Changes of attitude are
the objective of the TFL programme, but parallel changes of attitude need to take place
within the programme and its operatives if the TFL objectives are to be realised.
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A long-term appointment at this point will allow the incoming co-ordinator to design a project
based on their own observations of what is needed. However an immediate full-time
appointment is not necessarily recommended as a first step.

5.B.2 INTERIM APPOINTMENT OF A TFD CONSULTANT AS CO-ORDINATOR
AND TRAINER:
It may be advantageous to bring in a specialist in Theatre for Development (TFD) as an
interim co-ordinator and trainer. This could be for an initial phase - phase one - of the
programme of reconstruction of the TFL. Such a person should have experience of working
with children in both formal and non-formal education sectors. Knowledge of the practice
and discourse of Drama in Education would be a significant advantage.
[S]he would then be able to design the programme in consultation and partnership with the
stakeholders. This would allow them to identify a specific list of criteria for the longer-term
post once the programme and its specific parameters and needs had been identified.
If these recommendations are adopted, it is important that the consultant or phase-one coordinator shares this vision of TFD within a rights-based approach and has relevant
experience to draw upon. It will not be possible for the TFL programme to evolve if its
pedagogy and structure are not substantially altered. The job description/terms of reference
should include detailed and specific criteria based on the recommendations laid out above. It
may be necessary to recruit internationally to ensure the consultant has the requisite TFD
expertise.
Criteria and specific skills appropriate for a full-time co-ordinator will be determined
according to projections and plans emerging from a preliminary period as recommended
above.
The phase one activities should aim:

5.B.3 TO REVISE/REDESIGN THE PROJECT This will require working together with TFL groups in a range of states in order to gain an
appreciation of the capacities and potentials of children, teachers and CFCI staff. It will also
serve to verify the assumptions made by this evaluation team on the basis of a brief visit and
a limited cross-section of active communities.
It will need to be done in consultation with all stakeholders. However it should be borne in
mind that the potential of children to harness their imaginations and offer creative and useful
input into plays will need to be developed slowly, if they are not used to this. The
preconceptions of staff and villager alike may initially create resistance to some of the ideas
put forward here.
For these reasons a step-by-step approach is recommended, where the prime means of
research for the consultant will be hands-on work with children and CFCI staff in a range of
locations.
Consultation and collaboration should also include members of the Peace-Building project
and RPPB section at UNICEF level. It may be that collaboration in the field would also
become a longer term objective - e.g. the 'Safe to Play' initiative in Darfur.
A redesigned TFL project would ensure that:
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•

selection criteria for trainee facilitators as well as for TFL actors are equitable
and seek to include all sectors of the community.

•

That teachers AND community members especially 15 - 18 year olds, are sent
for facilitator training.

5.B.4 TO CREATE A PROJECT DOCUMENT
As above, this should be in consultation with TFL groups, CFCI and UNICEF staff. Ideally it
will be a work-in-progress during the bulk of the consultancy and be finalised at the end.
Such a document would redefine the aims and objectives of the TFL programme in CFCI
terms. It would also offer a projection across, say, five years of the evolution of TFL activity
across Sudan.
The document would provide a guideline for activity as well as offering a basis for future
evaluations of the work.

5.B.5 AND A TFL MANUAL
AS an adjunct to the project document a TFL manual should be developed, for use in the
field. This should not contain written plays as such, as these are misleading and all too easy
to 'copy' rather than creating original work. It is the original work that is empowering, the
copying that endorses acceptance of the power of others.
The manual will replace the Guideline Scripts as a handbook offering instruction and advice
on process rather than content. It should contain guidelines on participatory work especially
with children, how to devise a play, suggestions as to organising events etc. It should also
give an account of the history and purpose of TFL with material on children's rights and the
CRC as well as a list of the FFL.

5.B.6 CHANGING SOME OF THE TERMINOLOGY
Some of the words used by TFL endorse its top-down nature, others just need clarification.
Thus it is recommended that the word 'message' be expunged from the TFL vocabulary
(and in the project document and the manual referred to above) in favour of ‘exploration’,
'enquiry' or 'dialogue' as appropriate.
The training hierarchy should be clarified. Currently there are primary-trainers at Federal
and State level. These 'trainers' train those at state-level (CFCI and village delegates) who
work with the children in schools. It is suggested that the CFCI staff and (s)elected TFL
workers in the villages be known as TFL facilitators. The term will recall and imply a
participatory rather than directorial approach as well as providing clarity in reporting or
describing the project activity.
Refresher training of the primary trainers will be referred to as a Training of Trainers (ToT),
while their work at state level will be known as ToF - Training of Facilitators.

5.B.7 TO DESIGN AND INITIATE A LONG-TERM TRAINING STRATEGY
The consultant should carry out a more in-depth study than has been possible here - working
directly with children, teachers, CDC members and CFCI staff.
Existing trainers should also be consulted as to the design of new training for village-level
workers.
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In particular, Osman Mohamed El Badawe, the trainer of TFL leaders in Gedaref has a clear
perspective on the approaches recommended in this evaluation. He has recently trained 80
TFL facilitators in Gedaref and is fully aware of the kind of pedagogical issues that emerge
from this investigation. He also trains teachers at the University and his graduates might well
provide a future resources for the TFL programme.
It would be constructive to consult with Abuel Gassim Gor, of the Drama for Peace initiative
at the Peace Culture Centre (Sudan University of Science and Technology), who have already
been in collaboration with the Peace-Building project at UNICEF. The Peace Culture Centre
has been instrumental in broadening perspectives on training to include child psychology
and development issues.
As an outcome of the above research, and in consultation with the RPPB and the PeaceBuilding project, the consultant should develop a training programme in three stages.
Training programmes should have a maximum of 30 participants (in addition to groups of
children) and a minimum of 10 days (I am trying to be realistic, three weeks would be
preferable).

5.B.7.a

Training stage one - (re-)Training of TFL trainers (ToT)

The first, immediate, stage would seek to train the existing trainers (ToT). That is to say
those who have carried out the training programmes
Lesson 1:
in the various states, and any others who would add
to such a team by bringing in other skill resources.
Work with adults on how they can
Currently the training programmes have covered only
aspects of theatre production and acting skills. This
needs to be broadened to incorporate a range of
relevant topics to do with working in community arts
and cultural action with children.

encourage children's participation is as
important as the work with children
themselves
UN Special Session on Children, 2002

The aim would be to broaden their base and establish a common approach and curriculum
for their subsequent work.
The consultant should consider building up a team of Trainer Trainers who would be able to
offer a range of skills currently unavailable. In this way the existing trainers would continue
to teach their particular perspective and skills while others came in with supplementary
disciplines.
Some measure of delicacy needs to be exercised here as there may be risk of offence.

5.B.7.b

Training stage two - training of TFL facilitators (ToF)

The second stage will train TFL facilitators (ToF). Training should be carried out in the
field, allowing participants to work with actual groups of children. It could be seen as the
first stage in the work with a pilot village.
It is suggested that Gedaref may be a possible site for this first training session, owing to the
presence there of a trainer with appropriate outlook, skills and even trainee teachers (his
students) who might provide a resource. If Gedaref were chosen as first pilot location informed support would be at hand.
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ToF sessions should be repeated as necessary, according to project activities.

5.B.7.c

Training stage three - ongoing training in the field

The third stage is a longer term aim, to plan for a revolving programme of ongoing training.
This could either be with a constant group of trainers on a permanent tour of duty, or a
single trainer doing the same, or trained trainers operative in each state.

5.B.7.d
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training should include:

Facilitation skills with children
Drama in Education - D.I.E and Devising plays with children
Creating problem-posing plays
Action research including PLA and using theatre AS research and systems of PM&E
Understanding and implementing Child rights
Facilitating public discussion
Possible viewing of video material showing TFD work elsewhere in Africa

5.B.8 TO ESTABLISH A PARTICIPATORY MONITORING, EVALUATION AND
REPORTING STRUCTURE
There are separate sections below on PM&E [5.C below]. Action research and PLA training
should include Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation (PM&E).
The consultant, if time allows, should also oversee the gathering of baseline data and the
establishment of a basic system of monitoring so that there will be data for future reference.

5.B.9 AND START THE BALL ROLLING IN ONE STATE
The research for the above will need to cover as broad a range of cultural contexts (States)
as time and structure allow. However, with resource issues as well as prudence in mind, it is
assumed that Phase One of the new face of TFL will be launched initially as a pilot in one
State only.
This means that the bulk of the CFCI units will remain behind. This is not an ideal situation .
Its advantage is that the mistakes, teething troubles and resultant modifications to the
methodology that emerge from a pilot model will be easier to apply across the board later.
This again, will be open for review and dependent on the decision of the consultant and
his/her partners. The timetable for expansion to, and training of, further TFL activists at
state or community level will be determined by the consultant and the CFCI units. (see
Training below)
Care should be taken to start working in a new CFCI village where there is no school
provision. This will automatically assume participation of out-of-school children and bring in
notions of non-formal education without question. It will be easier to test the perspectives
set out in this document. Once some working practices are established, extension to a village
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that is provided with a school would be a useful comparison. Especially with an ongoing
monitoring system in place.

5.B.10

ENDING WITH A PUBLIC TFL EVENT

As a show of its potential and to offer some empowerment to the chosen TFL groups the
final outcomes of work in the chosen pilot community or communities should be shown
publicly (and recorded on video) as a guideline and reminder. If other villages or at least
other CFCI personnel can be present at such an event - to see the product of the children's
own creativity - this might be useful. It should be balanced against any misgivings about
whether the children are ready to take this on or not.
This will offer the opportunity to explore whether it is better to work towards one longer
'play' that leads into discussion, or to stick with the current preference for a series of shorter
plays, perhaps leading through lighter material to the one which is expected to trigger
discussion.

5.C About a PM&E system
The overall aim of the project has been to deliver messages that promote changes in attitude
and behaviour in relation to the FFL. This is complex at the best of times, especially with
other development initiatives exerting their own influence and having their own impact on
the same area. In the context of child rights this becomes more difficult again as the issues
are rooted in people's values and ethical positions and their perception (or denial) of their
own rights and those of others. Changes are gradual and problematic to quantify.
In addition the CFCI staff have only a bi-monthly contact with the community, leaving the
CDC to run the services that have been put in place and to mobilise the community with
respect to further plans. TFL has no place in that agenda, it is only a tool for that
mobilisation and awareness of the facts.
The CDC may not be in a position to evaluate the impact of the TFL work but should monitor
the process. Where this is a possibility (especially new CFCI villages), evaluation should be
discussed as part of collaboration from the outset. Without the support of established
mechanisms and structures for participatory development, it is unrealistic to expect too much
in the way of participatory evaluation.
However, ongoing monitoring should measure whether TFL is doing what it set out to do and
what impact it is having. This can be done relatively simply and should be an integral aspect
of TFL activities. Adequate time should be allocated to M&E in the schedule in recognition of
its importance. It may take considerable time to establish a useful, working system.
However the collection of baseline information and the establishment of indicators should
begin as soon as possible. Given time the CFCI staff who have training in PLA and PRA
should introduce the use of impact flow diagrams and other action research techniques
designed to explore potential impact indicators.

5.C.1 MONITORING AND EVALUATION
The range of topics covered within the TFL remit is diverse and widening now. Different
performances and projects will require different indicators for measuring process and impact.
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It is important that all those involved with the TFL should develop skills in identifying and
using appropriate qualitative and quantitative indicators identified and recorded before,
during and after the performances. While such skills may take time to acquire, they are not
necessarily time-consuming to apply and have a value across the range of development
activities.
Training should include the performing group as well as the teacher/producer, CDC members
and CFCI staff: each according to their station and access to different sectors of the
community. Given time and the development of a truly participatory TFL activity, these tasks
may be devolved to the performing groups.
Baseline data:
•

CFCI staff should already have collected baseline data for a representative cross section
of partner communities for reference during subsequent project activities. (for example vaccination rates, HTP casualties, malaria hospitalisations, childbirth rates etc.)

•

Care should be taken to include qualitative demographic and social data in the survey.
For example, in the villages faced with the influx of returnees, IDPs, nomadic settlers etc,
a PRA social map of the community coupled with a ‘well-being’ or status ranking exercise
would help the group in interpreting individual villagers’ reactions to TFL interventions
on topics of social inclusion and the rights of the children concerned.

•

A transect walk in villages where plays about hygiene are to be performed could be used
as a tool to enumerate litter, observe the presence of latrines and clean water supplies
and talk to people who have not been direct stakeholders (beneficiaries, audience
members etc.)

•

Staff should have regular focus group discussions and workshops, with groups divided
according to age and/or gender where appropriate. This would provide a useful measure
of baseline data to evaluate qualitative impact of the theatre. Through this exploration,
the community can itself identify those indicators of behaviour change that they feel
important to strive for.

Before performances the group (and other relevant stakeholders) should:
•

brainstorm to make a list of the changes they are trying to achieve and then consider
how to measure these changes.

The information generated by discussions and workshops with community members could be
handed to the community (CDC) for use in future evaluations and could also be a valuable
tool for generating future theatre themes that respond to community interests.
During performances the group should:
•

record audience numbers, for example by drawing up a simple form showing date,
subject and title of performance, number of men, women and children attending and
social composition - noting whether particular age/gender groups are under-represented
in the participants.

•

collect and record audience responses and contributions to discussion, for example by
nominating one person to note down key points that generate interest and audience
reaction. Reticence of any group should be recorded and efforts made to meet those
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groups and solicit their views.
•

Common questions raised after the performance could be recorded in a journal kept for
each play. The group should make a habit of retaining and later recording in the same
journal, casual conversations on the topic of the performance when they stay in a village
for the night after the workshop/performance. Since the TFL frequently takes place
during festive occasions, social exchanges may often reveal subtle insights not available
in more formal contexts of audience debate.

After performances the group and the CDC should:
•

list all activities each month and include the relevant monitoring data, to produce a
simple monthly report

•

list analytical comments recorded in the journal and include those in the report, with
some analytical/evaluative thoughts

•

CFCI and CDC should consider collecting ongoing data, for example by including regular
transect walks to provide an update on the information collected in an initial community
needs assessment.

•

Transect walks and other research/conversations should explore the relative impact of
radio and theatrical presentations.

Apart from measuring quantitative indicators it is necessary to record changes in community
perceptions of TFL and its role. In addition to the chosen indicators, comments about other
changes such as increased confidence or social cohesion could reveal important outcomes.
The information obtained through formal monitoring can be supplemented and enriched from
informal interactions with the community.
Regular monitoring of a village which receives less input from the theatre group may provide
a useful standard for comparison in assessing impact. CFCI should consider talking to
neighbouring communities that are not part of the CFCI programme to see how far the
information and discussion of its issues spreads by word of mouth.

5.C.2 A SYSTEM OF REPORTING ALL THIS, WITH FEEDBACK TO THE
COMMUNITY
In the spirit of the participatory monitoring system recommended above its (evaluative)
reporting should be seen as a two-way dialogue. This means that if a report is generated at
community level (between CDC, TFL group and TFL facilitator) it should go to CFCI who will
share it according to their own protocols. It should reach the federal co-ordination and
comments be filtered down. On a subsequent visit to the community CFCI staffs should feed
back comments and incorporate these in any planning negotiations for continuing TFL
activity.

5.D Move newly designed approach to all CFCI locations
There is little perception of TFL or of FFL as such, among most communities. Since FFL is a
package, a device, to help remember the issues, it may be seen as a negative point that TFL
and other CFCI field-working activities have not made this clear. Similarly people are not
really aware of TFL either, as an activity distinct from Schools' Theatre. This may matter
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less, as TFL is really a means of communication rather than a project. However if there is to
be ownership of this or any other activity, it should be more transparent in its conception and
certainly in its implementation amongst the people of any given community.

6 Sustainability
The link with Schools' Theatre will ensure some sustainability. The FFL focus may fade,
especially as it has already been broadened into rights and child survival. It may be that as
the most immediately accessible, the FFL plays would be drawn into the gamut of material
available to the Schools' Theatre. Issues of Child Rights will also be there, but it is not clear
whether untrained teachers would be able to facilitate full understanding of these questions
which go beyond the conventions of blackboard, chalk and chastisement.
Moreover, a failure to broaden into the non-formal education sector would jeopardise the
participatory nature of the work with unfortunate consequences on issues of social inclusion,
conflict resolution and Child Rights.
On the other hand, if the project succeeds in moving
to a more participatory, child-centred phase there is
every hope of a sustainable future, though not
without regular UNICEF support. As a children's
programme the participants will always be changing.
This will require ongoing training if nothing else, to
replace both children and those teachers who leave
the community.
If ownership issues are resolved and especially if the
running of the TFL programme is devolved to the
children themselves, represented by their CDC
members at village level, then the potential for
sustainability will be assured.

The children of Al Tariat were aware of their
rights. They complained that their right to
playing time was being denied them when
they were obliged to spend their leisure time
building classrooms for the new school.
This is a complex issue, as the end result
would benefit them.
A play on the subject could bring the issue out
into the open. Discussion after the
performance could lead to a resolution perhaps a compromise in scheduling and a
strategy for the future. This would empower
the children, strengthen their faith in theatre
as a problem solver and have its own impact
on sustainability.

CFCI/UNICEF involvement would also be necessary to keep the focus on issues of rights and
conflict resolution. By their very nature these issues are not always apparent as problems
from within a community. They may be to do with a nomad group settled on the fringes of a
village, or with returning fighters or IDPs - any of whom may meet with circumstances that
they do not like or expect. And they may be to do with traditional attitudes to children and
work or with girl-child education and the FFLs.
The continuation of theatre activity is not itself in doubt. But its focus has shown itself to be
tenuous and it will need a co-ordinating force to make sure it explores rather than dictates
and that it continues to be placed in the hands of the children.
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7 Constraints
7.A.1.a

Multiple performances

Schools performances inside school may comprise of a single play at any one time.
However, key performances are at village events and festivals and these will tend to be a
series of short plays and songs, to lend substance to the presentation. Multiple plays, on
different topics, might diffuse focus on any one topic. In such cases it should be scheduled
that one key topic be reserved for an appropriate moment in the programme, and sufficient
time allowed for discussion.

7.A.1.b

Entrenched attitudes and expectations

This is discussed variously in the preceding pages. Suffice to point now towards the
persistent perception of plays and how they are staged and created - by a superior being
who writes them and a director who instructs the actors. Children are not perceived as
having the creative and intellectual capacity to create plays.
Moreover theatre is expected in a particular format, and located on a stage in the school
precinct.
Schools are not participatory learning establishments. Teachers will resist a shift as it will
challenge their power base in the community as well as their discipline strategies in the
classroom. We are not challenging the education system. That is why we recommend the
broadening of focus into the non-formal education sector.

7.A.1.c

Logistics and time

Logistically the constraints are evident. They relate to the vast geographical area of Sudan
and the resultant time constraints incurred in trying to cover all the territory and service all
the partner communities. Some villages are cut off in the rainy season making regularity
even more difficult. With the shortage of vehicles and the resultant sharing of missions and
lending of vehicles between CFCI and the government services, this is still more difficult.
When CFCI staff have a range of roles and tasks to complete alongside their TFL
commitments it further reduces their input

8 Conclusion
The evaluation team was not able to access comprehensive information about the
programme's historical record. This, added to the methodological difficulties of assessing the
impact of one intervention - among others - aiming at long-term changes in knowledge,
attitudes and practice, makes it impossible to quantify the programme's effect. Anecdotal
evidence and discussions with the stakeholders suggest that it has been an effective tool for
community education and that it is appreciated by the community audiences.
TFL appears to have enjoyed a significant level of success in its early days when it was the
only public message system 'broadcasting' to the early CFVI villages. Radio was not yet
widely available and TV was even further away. Now with the arrival of community radio
and the change from the communication of 'facts' (for Life) to the exploration of rights and
related social issues, project aims need to be revisited and adapted to contemporary needs.
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The ultimate aim of the project is to promote changes in attitude and behaviour. In the early
days of TFL this related to the clear-cut Facts (for Life) based on verifiable scientific
knowledge. These facts were handed down and taken on trust, to be understood and
(hopefully) assimilated. Much of the dramatised material has aimed at the acceptance of
these facts through the repetition of plays that identified key problems (such as diseases)
and prescribed the solutions or preventive measures. By and large, especially with those
popular plays that represented the diseases as costumed monsters on the stage, this appears
to have been successful.
Many health issues, such as girl-child education, harmful traditional practices (HTP) or 'safe
motherhood', may be constrained by social or cultural dimensions. The roots of these issues
and the social dilemmas that grow out of them are well within the grasp of the community,
as are the strategies for dealing with them. These issues are at the interface between
objective 'facts' and the everyday social situations and routines, and dilemmas, that may
make it hard to change behaviour and attitudes. The issues are about people, not microbes,
and this is the territory of drama.
When one play in Al Tariat presented a
family scene with people gossiping
about their neighbours, some of the
audience told us that they preferred
that play because it depicted an
ordinary household with its ordinary
situation. They said it was more real
than the plays from the guideline
scripts - they could identify with the
characters, the situation, the issues.
The playwas about 'superstitious
neighbours' and their use of harmful
traditional practices (HTP), outlining
and arguing out the local attitudes to
them.

The Al Tariat gossip play: the neighbours complain about
local superstitions

Such plays, with their fictional
characters, could provide an excellent stimulus for communities to confront and debate the
more complex issues which UNICEF is now exploring in the CFCI.
The TFL programme has the potential to be an exciting and fertile ground for cultural action
that generates social change. In order to realise that potential, radical paradigm shifts in
attitude and practice will need to be effected at all levels. Currently the infrastructure is such
that communities will follow the examples from above. That is the way into these changes
as well as being a significant part of the problem. Initiatives from below need to be
encouraged and allowed to carry the same weight as suggestions from above. Equitable
negotiation will allow that everyone's priorities can be accommodated.
Currently neither trainers, nor CFCI staff nor members of the community have the capacity to
work in these ways. To do this a substantial training programme is needed and a monitoring
system set up to follow and evaluate progress on the ground.
The programme should move step by step, starting up in one state and expanding to others
as lessons from the first model are absorbed and allowed to modify the evolving overall
strategy. Regional and cultural differences should be celebrated and built in to the
programmes. These differences should be reflected and advocated in a TFL manual for TFL
facilitators and groups.
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With their declared aim of targeting the parents through the children, and by putting words
in their mouths by which to do this, the Guideline Scripts have set TFL on a path that
contradicts its child-centred intentions and risks contravention of the CRC. By refocusing on
the process of participatory drama rather than the product, this tendency can be reversed.
Children should be at the heart of the creative process; the plays they present should be
theirs. It is their older members (including the 18 year olds) who should eventually be
negotiating the TFL programme with the CDC and the CFCI. It is they who as peer-to-peer
educators should be taking the programme out to other communities or to other sectors of
their own community in the quest for rights equity and health for all.
Currently many of the children, even those acting in the TFL plays, are not fully aware of TFL
as a process distinct from the Schools' Theatre activities. If they are to be fully participant in
TFL they need to be consulted as to its nature and its future. In some cases this will be an
academic exercise, in others there will be useful suggestions at least as to content. Our onehour focus group meetings already yielded some very useful and pertinent suggestions.
Others were more fanciful. Once they feel themselves to be a part of the process, once they
perceive that people listen to the TFL, then they may become interested enough to take it on
as their 'own'. Only then will the process become truly child-centred.
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9 ANNEXES
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9.A

Annexe: Terms of Reference

Joint Project Directorate of Health Promotion – UNICEF C&A section 2004
Terms of Reference for Evaluation of the Theatre for Life experience in Sudan
The Health Promotion Department, in the Federal Ministry of Health, and UNICEF Sudan are proposing to undertake
evaluation of the Theatre for Life groups.
This activity is specified in the UNICEF 2004 Project Plan of Action (PPA) under project (03)-Community Mobilisation,
sub-project (07)-Evaluate Theatre For Life groups, activity 19.3.7.1 (Undertake evaluation of the Theatre For Life
experience) of the Communication and Advocacy Section.

The PPA has been signed by the Director of Health Promotion Department in the Federal Ministry
of Health. The activity is funded by the C&A (Communication and Advocacy) section of UNICEF.

Background on the TFL project:
The Theatre For Life project was first conceptualized and incepted as a pilot project in a province of the Kordofan
region in 1992 and was progressively extended to the rest of the provinces of Kordofan states and Darfur states as part
of the UNICEF-supported CFVI (Child Friendly Village Initiative).

I. Background on the Child Friendly Village Initiative (CFVI):
After 1993, when Sudan ratified the Convention of the Rights of the Child, gender and child rights
awareness began to take prominence in Sudan. This gradually led to the introduction of child and
women focused initiatives, which were developed into an initiative called Child Friendly Villages
Initiative (and recently the Child Friendly Community Initiative). The approach aims at promoting
sustainable development to move away from reliance upon externally funded services.
The CFVI was introduced in 20 pilot villages in greater Kordofan State (prior to its division into
three states in February 1994), with the aim of empowering communities with the knowledge and
skills required to achieve the mid-decade and decade goals for child survival and development.
This was done through the formation and training of Village Development Committees (VDCs). The
VDC ideally consists of 10 members, including at least four women and representatives from
children and youth groups. Sub-committees in health and nutrition, education, water and
sanitation, gender and development, advocacy and social mobilisation are formed as core working
groups under the VDC.
The village committees act as a link between the community and state development agencies, thus enhancing grass
roots mobilisation. The programme provides support mechanisms to enable the VDCs to better perform their roles.
Community contributions are supplemented with seed bases for revolving fund schemes, which support the provision
of community services. The whole process of CFVI therefore is one of development of the local communities,
emphasizing child issues, with the communities shouldering responsibilities.
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Criteria for Selection of Villages:
Based on the programme focus for the UNICEF country programme of co-operation, selection of states to join CFVI
was determined by agreed upon indicators (MICS results) as follows:
• Immunisation coverage for children
• Malnutrition
• Primary school enrolment rates
The EPI and enrolment rate indicators were mapped and superimposed to identify the states.
From the selected states further selection was adopted at the level of rural councils based on the State Profile
database. Thereafter, villages were selected at rural council level subject to the following criteria:
• Immunisation coverage for under one year children

•
•
•
•

Percentage of childbirth attended by trained health worker
Enrolment rate
Access to safe water
Population size

Data for measuring the baseline situation in villages was provided by rapid assessment surveys co-ordinated by the
States’ Departments of Planning.
Geographic Coverage and Target Population:
Following a positive response from local communities involved in the pilot phase in the three Kordofan States, the CFVI
programme was expanded to 100 villages in 1994. In 1997 the programme was implemented in pilot form in 144
additional villages in North and South Darfur, River Nile and Gedarif. These soon acquired ground in the local
communities, and in 1998, 45 new villages were started in these states. In 1999 the CFVI was expanded from 276 to
330 villages, serving a population of more than 800,000 inhabitants in Kordofan, Darfur regions, River Nile and Gedarif
states.

II. Theatre for Life (TFL): A Modality for Community Social Mobilisation
Objectives:
The primary objective of the Theatre for Life project was to conduct grassroots informational campaign to provide large
numbers of the predominantly illiterate population of Kordofan with life-saving information on the 10 Facts for Life
messages.
Immediate objectives were to:
Educate communities on health issues so as to combat, control and eventually eradicate the 6 childhood
preventable diseases (measles, diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, polio and tuberculosis)
Promote adequate personal and environmental hygiene practices at household level to reduce the spread of
communicable and infectious diseases
Trigger behaviour change on HTP (harmful traditional practices), especially against girls and women
Encourage adult literacy and raise school enrolment rates
Improve the overall situation of women and children in the communities
Two fundamental project assumptions were that (i) music, story-telling and local theatre are traditional modes of
communication common to Sudanese ethnic groups and that (ii) these are often the means used to channel cultural
and social messages and promote respect for local traditions.
The conclusion therefore was that by using drama to unearth and highlight certain norms and cultural hindrances to an
issue, followed by open community dialogue around these issues, the community would be stimulated to identify ways
of addressing their shortcomings and consequently lead to proper responses to the child rights issue as well as to
sustained support to monitor compliance by all categories of the community.
Moreover, the project was to be cost-effective and to suit rural illiterate populations through a grassroots-based
approach.
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Experimenting with Theatre for Life (TFL):
In 1992, a mobile Theatre Group was created in El Obeid town (capital of North Kordofan state) by the CFVI
programme and UNICEF El Obeid sub-office in collaboration with the Culture and Information Division of the Kordofan
State within the Ministry of Education and Guidance. The group was composed of child “actors” performing plays
based on the Facts for Life messages for the rural villages’ schools and community centres.
Following a technical assessment of the mobile theatre phase in 1994, it was decided that the theatre groups should
be village-based, or in other words, that each Child Friendly village should have its own Theatre for Life group of child
actors.
By this time, the CFVI programme had extended and expanded beyond Kordofan State boundaries and now
operational in 495 villages in 11 States.
The number of TFL groups also grew, from 20 in 1993 to 430 in 2001, with the result that 87% of CFVI villages now
have resident TFL groups of children who perform at least once (on the twentieth) every month. The children also
perform in nearby villages from time to time to promote inter-TFL group exchange.
The organisational and operational aspects of Theatre for Life have been progressively standardised, producing a
more streamlined and efficient resident programme in all aspects. The aim has been to establish a system for
monitoring the performance, progress, problems and achievement of each resident TFL group at the village level. A
second objective has been to strengthen the institutional aspects in order to ensure the sustainability and eventual
autonomy of the TFL groups.
Structure:
- Theatre for Life groups are village-based located in primary schools:
Actors are pupils below 15 years old. The child actors live within the village or village cluster where they perform.
- Drama plays communicate 10 Facts for Life messages:
The theatre group is trained to act simple texts in the colloquial language
The text are prepared by professional scriptwriters
The scripts are based on the 10 Facts for Life messages
- TFL groups are expected to perform at least once a month (20th of each month) and also to set performances in
nearby villages.
- The project is based on a participatory approach of management and monitoring systems to ensure sustainability.

The group is supervised by a trained teacher from the village school responsible for daily work and
coordination (insuring accuracy of messages, directing rehearsal sessions, scheduling TFL
monthly shows). The supervisor teacher is expected to submit monthly reports to the state TFL
coordinator.
The Sub-committee on education and cultural affairs (of the Village Development Committee) is in
charge of supervision and monitoring of work and progress of the theatre group.
The People’s salvation committee ensures the relevance and effectiveness of TFL activities in the village
A TFL coordinator at state level is responsible for the overall monitoring and management of the activity
Stakeholders:
The project has been jointly funded and managed by both PME and C&A sections of UNICEF SCO with technical
inputs from other sections. Funds were provided for training of TFL supervisors, training of pupils and some cash for
construction of stage and basic accessories.
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Purpose of the evaluation:
Lack of formal evaluation since inception:
No formal assessment of this project has been undertaken since its inception over 12 years ago. Random visits to the
TFL groups and feedback from the state TFL coordinators showed that although in large part the information shared on
the FFL topics were technically correct, the skits were often plagued with several negative messages, for example
relating to gender discrimination and biases.
TFL activities were partly assessed within (1) CFVI project evaluation which was conducted in 1997 and (2) follow up
evaluation in 1998.
In 2003, the Communication and Advocacy section obtained a sample of TFL scripts and had them reviewed by an
inter-sectoral committee comprised of health, education, protection, gender, and child rights professionals.
Recommendations included:
- Updating the scripts (originally based on first edition of FFL) to upgrade information on certain issues and add new
elements that were not included in FFL previously.
- Conduct workshop for re-writing of scripts.
- Revise the TFL training module to harmonise activities.
In addition, feedback from staff and visitors raised the following issues:
Productions are largely the effort of TFL coordinators (with some support from teachers of the community
school)
Written scripts or recordings of TFL productions are uncommon and therefore do not lend themselves to
scrutiny by others (especially by UNICEF Staff or senior counterparts and partners)
Repeated drama by children might be more a community entertainment vehicle than a behaviour change
strategy – this should be examined
Non-professional actors and low levels of education of children and TFL co-ordinators may result in a limited
level of understanding of the issues being addressed and promoted. As children usually carry less weight
than adults, the actual impact on community knowledge and behaviour should be assessed

Opportunities for project extension:
The CFVI was replaced in 2002 by the CFCI approach (Child Friendly Community Initiative) that is
a vehicle for community empowerment and for integrating a range of interventions in support of the
most vulnerable communities. By the end of 2003, there were over 354 communities participating
in the CFCI.
Those communities are to receive a number of developmental and child survival interventions
according the needs and priorities identified by the Community Development Committee, including
the establishment of Theatre for Life groups.
Before expanding the Theatre for Life project to Child Friendly Communities, it is necessary to obtain a comprehensive
view of the impact of this communication tool on children and adults as well as to assess sustainability mechanisms.
Conclusions and recommendations of the evaluation will be shared with TFL state coordinators for improving existing
TFL groups (in terms of message and structures) as well as for further extension to new communities.

The context of the Mid-Term Review:
Final recommendations of the evaluation will be shared and discussed during the Mid-Term Review of joint GoSUNICEF cooperation programme scheduled for 28 November 2004.
The Mid-Term Review will provide the opportunity to assess progress made towards MPO’s goals so as to identify the
way forward, specifically on the CFCI integrated approach.
The results of this evaluation might be key in understanding the challenges and opportunities for community-based
participatory approaches.
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Scope and Focus
Project duration: 1994-2004
The evaluation will answer the following questions:
Is TFL an efficient tool for community education on Facts for Life? (Are the 10 FFL well known, understood
and applied by community members?)
Do the TFL groups need further support from UNICEF?
Could the TFL groups be used for passing on other messages than FFL?
What modifications of the TFL structure should be made for expansion to new communities?
Objectives:
1.

Provide an analytical and comprehensive picture of the current TFL structure by addressing the
following issues:

o Composition of TFL groups and activities conducted:
- Are all pupils under 15 participating in the groups? (consider number of pupils participating in the TFL groups and
age-rank)
- Are the groups performing once a month? Or less / or more? Inside and/or outside the village? (consider the number
of shows regularly and/or occasionally performed by the TFL groups: per week / month / year; inside the village; for
nearby villages)
- Are all community members attending the shows? (consider average number of attendants/audience to each show
and give qualitative overview of attendance: women / men, age rank, occupations and compare it with the average
population of the community (males, females, youth, elders…etc)
- Do the groups have regular rehearsal sessions? (consider the number of TFL rehearsal sessions (for the children
performers) held per week/month)
- Did the groups take the initial training on TFL? Did the teachers and / or pupils undertake additional training?
o

Assessment of needs and resources: can the school / the community provide by its own
means/resources the basic décor, costumes and refreshments required for the show? Financial
autonomy? Revolving fund? Other mechanisms?

o Effectiveness of participatory mechanisms:
Is the management of the group participatory? What are actual roles of the teacher, of the village committee, of the
village education/cultural affairs sub-committee, of the people’s salvation committee? Other interventions from
community members or external person?
What are the level and quality of the children’s participation and the nature of adults’ supervision?
How far can the children express their views, take decisions on the functioning of the groups?
What opportunities for improved child participation can we foresee?
o Monitoring and reporting:
Are the state coordinators providing appropriate support to the groups? (Regular visits? Technical assistance? Is there
less support compared to the beginning of the project and does it affect the functioning of the group, positively or
negatively? )
Are the school teachers producing monthly reports? Did the teachers receive feedback/ comments on these reports
from the state coordinators? Evolution of relationships/linkages between school teacher and state coordinator?
o

What are the Challenges / constraints / satisfaction expressed by the community members, school
pupils and teachers regarding the structure of the TFL groups?

o Recommendations will include:
How to strengthen participatory mechanisms, including improving child and youth participation in the project for
children’s management of their own structure?
How to improve monitoring process and reporting format?
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What mechanisms would ensure sustainability of the TFL groups?
2.

Assess and analyse the quality of messages disseminated by the groups:

o Quality of messages:
How many FFL topics are covered by each TFL group? How many scripts per topics?
How often are the scripts revised? By whom? With or without technical support from qualified resource persons?
Are the messages accurate, correct, relevant, comprehensive, and rights-based?
To what extent do the pupils and teachers master and understand the topics covered by the
messages?
Identify gaps in terms of knowledge and skills of both TFL group members and supervisors/teachers and how it affects
the quality of the messages.
o

o

What are the challenges / constraints / satisfaction expressed by the community members, school
pupils and teachers regarding messages disseminated?

o Recommendations will include:
How to correct / revise / format messages to ensure quality?
What are the training needs of pupils and teachers?
What modifications / adaptation / improvement of the existing training module for teachers should be made?
Do the groups need additional support? If so, who could provide it and how?
3.

Assess the impact of the project on knowledge, attitudes and practices of children, teachers and
community members:
o
o
o
o

Evaluate the knowledge and attitudes of community categories (males, females, elders, in and out
of school children and youth) regarding the 10 FFL.
How the TFL influenced / did not influence attitudes and behaviour patterns?
What are the constraints / challenges / opportunities expressed / identified by the community for
actual behaviour change on all/specific topics?
Recommendations will include: what kind of support need or don’t need the groups? What to take
into consideration / revise for further extension to new vulnerable communities?

Evaluation process and methods
Methodology:
The evaluation will be conducted by a consultant on a representative sample from the 430 TFL groups. The consultant
will be supported by 2 Sudanese health educators (for translation of specific dialect words/expressions, help in contact
with local authorities and communities, as well as culture/traditions background).
Apart from discussions and meetings with education professionals, health educators, CFCI units staff and social
mobilizers (as well as other relevant partners) at state level, the evaluation will be conducted through effective visit to a
significant sample of TFL groups. These visits will include attending TFL groups’ performances, interpersonal
communication (interviews) and group discussion with school pupils, teachers, community members as well as health
educators and sectoral focal points. All will be guided by matrix and questionnaires specifically developed by the
consultant.
General Evaluation Criteria:
Accuracy and relevance of messages disseminated (presence or not of messages contradictory to or
challenging child rights)
Impact of the TFL groups’ performances on children and communities’ knowledge of FFL and Child Rights
Impact of the TFL groups on attitudes and practices in the community
Effectiveness of the structure of the TFL project
Effectiveness of participatory mechanisms and approach
Constraints / challenges / usefulness of the project as expressed and identified by the communities
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-

Sustainability of the TFL groups

Composition of evaluation team
- Role of team leader:
The consultant will be responsible for developing evaluation tools, questionnaires and matrix and overall planning and
evaluation process. The consultant will also lead the discussions / meetings at state and community level.
The consultant will ensure that 2 assistants are constantly involved in the planning, process and design of the
evaluation as team members so as to upgrade their knowledge of evaluation process and tools and further build their
capacity.
Deliverables (both in soft and hard copies):
Draft report for comments
Final report including executive summary (both in hard and electronic format).
Completed data sets
Assessment of the evaluation methodology
Apart from the final evaluation report, the consultant will submit mission report after each trip.
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED for consultant:
- Expertise in social mobilization and behaviour change communication
- Solid experience in qualitative evaluation, evaluation methods and data-collection skills
- Strong analytical skills
- Sound understanding and knowledge of participatory and community-based approaches
- Good understanding of child rights
- Strong communication skills, good interpersonal skills
- Strong team-work and team-building skills for management of the evaluation team
- Arabic skills an asset
- Previous experience in working with children / young people an asset
- Role of assistants:
The 2 selected health educators will assist the consultant with translation of specific dialect words/expressions, help in
contact with local authorities and communities, orient consultant on culture/traditions patterns and specificities. They
will also facilitate collection of required data from state ministries and local authorities.
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED for assistants to consultant:
- Expertise in social mobilization and behaviour change communication
- Data-collection skills
- Sound understanding and knowledge of participatory and community-based approaches
- Good understanding of child rights
- Strong communication skills and good interpersonal skills
- Good knowledge of cultural and traditional values and patterns in rural Kordofan and Darfur areas
- Knowledge of local dialects an asset

Accountabilities
UNICEF and the Ministry of Health will provide general guidance to the evaluation team to conduct the assessment.
The Health Promotion Department (at the Federal Ministry of Health), with the Health Education directorate, will:
•
Assign 2 health educators to assist the consultant, and undertake costs related to their mission
•
Arrange meetings with relevant partners and stakeholders at state level
UNICEF will:
•
Organise and coordinate the evaluation in partnership with relevant counterparts.
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•

Fund the activity and support various logistics aspects (including travel)

State CFCI units will:
•
Provide a precise and comprehensive listing of the number of school TFL groups and localities concerned
•
Provide the evaluation team with background information on the status of the project and the communities to be
visited
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9.B

Annexe: The Facts for Life

The FFL according to the Guideline Scripts are not exactly the same as those quoted in the
UNICEF – MENARO case study9. In more recent years another four have been added,
making 14 Facts For Life. It is understood that these need to be amended as knowledge and
priorities shift.
The case-study cites these ten Facts (précis):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Spacing childbirth and avoiding early pregnancy
Safe Motherhood (midwife)
Breastfeeding
Child development (nutrition)
Diarrhoea prevention (ORS)
Immunization / vaccination
Respiratory illnesses
General public Health and Hygiene
Proper feeding after illness
AIDS

This is the list taken from the Guideline Scripts:

BASIC FACTS
We have to cite the main ten basic factors (facts for life) as mentioned in this book and
upon which this script of the plays relay as the main pillar for rural society development and
for a decent humane life.

1–Spacing between births:

For the preservation of the health of the mother and the child, two years have been
set as minimum between one birth and the next pregnancy. Pregnancy before the age of 18
years should be avoided (early marriage)

2- Safe motherhood – FGM:

FGM has various serious physical and psychological repercussions. Health care during
pregnancy is of vital importance. The delivery itself should be carried at the hands of one of
the following persons:
· Physician.
· Trained midwife.
· Health inspector.

3- Breast feeding:

Breast-feeding is the suitable type of feeding the child, for the following reasons:
· The baby gets into physical contact with his mother, thus gaining psychological
confidence. This helps the child into developing its chartered naturally.
· The milk of the mother equals a full nutritional meal up to the age of six months.

9

Lorre, Terri, THEATRE FOR LIFE: A Modality For Communicating Facts For Life Messages UNICEF-MENARO
Innovations in Basic Education Series, Case-study No. 2, 1997
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· Provision of an addition feeding (after the fourth month) alongside the mother’s
breast feeding, is vital.
· Breast-feeding prevents occurrence of malnutrition and infection and negative effect
on the child’s development

4- Child Development:

· For the child to grow up naturally and sound and to be a good member in the
society, the number of meals provided should be increased (five meals a day)
· The meals should contain vegetable and small quantities of oil and fats.
The community, through its protection of the child, and ensuring his well-being and his
development, will in the end work for the prosperity and well being of the whole Sudanese
society.

5- vaccination:

Vaccination is for the protection of the child against the killer diseases that affects
development of the child and may cause disabilities or lead to death.
· Efforts should be brought together to eradicate the child six killer diseases.
· All vaccines should be administered during the fist year of the child’s age.
· Females in the production age should receive vaccine against tetanus (kazaz)

6 – Diarrhea:

Diarrhea causes loss of liquids in the body and this in turn leads to the death of children.
· Diarrhea causes dehydration thus peoples should learn how to treat dehydration
through the use of Oral Rehydration Solutions.
· Child suffering from diarrhea could be compensated the liquids lost by provision of
juice, tea, or rice water or soap while at the same time the breast feeding should be
increased, if the child still at the age of breast feeding

7- Respiratory System diseases:

· A child suffering from coughing or from cold, and at the same time showing signs of
rapid breath and difficulty in breathing, should be immediately taken to the nearest
health unit.
· After getting well, this child should receive double attention and double meals.

8 – General Public Health:

· Provision of clean drinking water and public utility are key elements for public health.
· Cleaning hands after coming out of the toilet and also before preparing or serving
meals.
· Clean food and clean drinks, both kept away from flies and pollution. Water should
be boiled (if and when we are not sure it is clean prior to its use.

9- Malaria:

· To prevent transmission of malaria, children should be protected against mosquito
bites.
· Prevention of mosquito multiplication can be through drying the water pools and
cleaning sewage channels.
· Going to the doctor for receiving the appropriate medical treatment and drug when
affected by malaria

10- AIDS:

· AIDS is the pest of this era and there is no vaccine or cure for the disease. There are
three ways through which the disease is transmitted:
· Through the use of contaminated surgery tools that are contaminated by the blood of
an infected person.
· Sexual relations, all form of sexual relations, when the partner is infected.
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9.C

The Guideline Scripts: critical notes

Please refer to section 4.C.3 in the main body of the report. Throughout the report I have referred to the written scripts (titled 'Scripts THEATRE FOR LIFE
Plays' on the front page of the booklet as the 'Guideline Scripts'. This is in order to avoid confusion with any other plays being described that may have
been created by the TFL leaders and the community actors beyond the examples in the booklet.
This evaluation has recommended that the Guideline Scripts be phased out in favour of a field handbook that is aimed at the collaborative devising of
performances with the children. Specific criticism in of these plays would, in that light, be a redundant exercise. Having said that, there are issues that do
arise from a reading of the plays and it is these that are outlined below.
The 'KEY TO THE USE OF THE TEXTS OF THE FACTS FOR LIFE' (page 10 of the plays booklet) contain a caution that warns of the difficulty of producing a
successful piece of theatre (strictures on staging, script-reading etc). This will restrict the potential for creativity and theatrical invention. It is likely to to
instil fear, rather than respect, into the would-be practitioner.
The book of plays was already reviewed in 2003. This evaluation has little to add to that review that has not been mentioned in the course of the main
document and more specifically in 4.C.3 above.
These notes could have been presented as a Venn diagram, showing the conceptual overlaps. However as such a diagram would itself overlap the page
boundaries and a table was deemed more appropriate.
Criteria for attention or concern are listed on the left, with details followed by citations of plays (chapters) where such examples occur.
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detail

criterion

cultural issues

Choice of settings -

technical jargon

content:

analysis and depth of
understanding
generated
exploration of
constraints

clarity

accuracy versus

Some of the plays attempt to address the issues using local terms and settings 6[2], 8[3].

examples
[chapter
number]
6[2]. 8[3]

Mostly the plays are inappropriately set in an urban context, middle class, mothers too busy to look after
their children, people travelling abroad, servants, cars, telephones . (Telephones are appearing in the rural
areas but hardly as common as would be needed for the audiences to identify with the characters and the
situation.) see Popularity, below.
Few plays use local terminology - giving the rural audiences something to relate to (e.g. katkuta (7) though
it still dismisses the knowledge as superstition, thus risking the alienation of some in the community).
The use of technical terms such as ‘ophtalmitis’ (that is, after all, merely the Latin for ‘an inflammation of
the eye’) tends to be disempowering to those not familiar with the jargon. It is unnecessary for
understanding the need for vaccination and merely serves to endorse the power of the teacher, the
doctors and their knowledge from another world. this may deter rather than sway the traditionalists in the
audience.

1, 3, 6[1],

Some plays present a very simplistic argument – or no argument at all. If the characters in the narrative
are not faced with real´ dilemmas and contradictions (dramatic conflict), there is nothing to provoke any
discussion or even individual reflection. You either believe it or you don’t.
Though popular the allegorical/mythic plays are limited to a shallow level of analysis.
Some of the plays do try to express the dilemmas such as peer pressure ((7), 6[1], the traditional healer
who still needs to earn a living 6[2]), though they still tend to dismiss traditional knowledge as superstition.
Other plays, however, do not analyse the reasons why people resist the chosen FFL measure. E.g. the
point of view of the traditionalist who prefers local medications and herbs and HTP is not drawn out and
opened for discussion and comparison so that the old perspectives might be despatched. Moreover this
omission is disrespectful of traditions, thus risking an entrenched position on the part of the conservatives
in the community.
Some plays fall into the trap of mentioning other issues as well – thereby blurring the focus of the work..
There is a danger also of mixed messages such as the husband who informs the wife that she ought to and
can be emancipated and continue her professional work - coordinate her breast-feeding with her office
work.
Other plays are not clear (4)
This is where the prescribed scripts could score over the more flexible, locally devised plays. However there

1, 2, 5

5, 7,

2, 5, 6[1],
6[2], 7

3, 4

5, 2,10
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misinformation
magic solutions,
credibility
potential for discussion

dramatic style

mythical

visual

didactic

popularity

humour

are examples of misinformation in the plays as they stand (vaccination cures disease, the real causes of
AIDS are blurred and wrongly indicated, suggesting that it can be caught from a toothbrush; the purpose
and dangers of FGM are not clear)
e.g. where the wife realises that she should co-ordinate her child-care with her work and is suddenly able
to where previously it had seemed impossible.

3, 6[2],

The breast feeding play does present a dilemma that the characters must resolve. However, it is on the
assumption that the audience will have accepted the importance of breast-feeding. Had the solution not
been offered and ‘magically’ accepted by the woman in the play, there would have been room to explore
the possible strategies open to her that would allow her to adopt a domestic regime which previously had
been impossible to fit in.

3

Set in a mythical or allegorical situation – with characters personifying the killer diseases, for example.
This form was popular among the community and the children in particular. They have the capacity to be
amusing, like the trial of the devils (8[2]).
Nonetheless it tends towards a didactic tone and does not easily allow for an analytical element. (see
above and section 4.C.3)
The mythic plays offer the most scope for costume and décor - so much beloved by the community
audiences and actors alike.

2, 5, 8[2],

Only one play really explores some of the more theatrical potentials of community and popular theatre
(8[3]).
Some plays lack a real dramatic structure and feel more like animated lectures. This is what has led some
communities (e.g. Aradaiba) to feel that TFL is not the same as Schools’ Theatre and is not the place for
an entertaining experience
the mythic format seems to have been popular. It may be that this relates to deeper seated African
narrative and performance forms. Deeper study would reveal this.
Others found they preferred the ‘real’ forms (Gossip play, in Al Tariat) which were located in a local
domestic setting. The plays in this set do attempt a naturalistic approach, but by putting them in middle
class contexts, they are too far removed from rural life (see Choice of Settings, above).
the plays that incorporate humour will render the audience more receptive. The CDC secretary's comment
in Aradaiba that TFL is not entertainment is a misconception of the purpose and utility of TFD.

8[3],

1

5

3, 8[2].
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9.D

Annexe: Evaluation Activities and Itinerary

Date
Frid. 19 Nov.

Location
Khartoum

Sat. 20 Nov.

Khartoum

10.00 - 17.00
19.30 - 21.00
Sun. 21 Nov
06.00 – 10.30

El Obeid
(North Kordofan)

11.30 - 13.30
Um Arada
15.00 - 17.30

Mon. 22 Nov

Fangoga East

10.00 - 15.00

Aradeba
16.00 - 17.30

Tue. 23 Nov..
9.00 - 12.00
14 – 17.00
Wed. 24 Nov

Damazin (Blue Nile)

18.00 - 21.00
Thur. 25 Nov

Damazin

9 - 16.00

EL Obeid

Activity
Consultant Arrival
Informal meeting with Sandrine Martin,
UNICEF
Meetings at UNICEF:
Health Promotion dept.( FMOH);
UNICEF Sections:
C&A; UNICEF Health; PME; Education; RPPB;
Informal Meeting With Dr. Abuelgassim
Gor, Drama For Peace, University of Science
and Technology, (Drama Dept)
Travel
Meetings at CFCI/UNICEF
Meeting w. Ministry of Social and Cultural
Affairs (cancelled - not available)
Performance: (none)
Meetings :
(Incl:VDC members, schoolteachers,
headmaster, health worker, performers, other
children, others)
Transect walk
Performance:
(Rights Dance/song; Education advice [solo
performance by teacher])
Meetings:
Large general meeting (70 people) incl.:
Cheick, VDC, TFL members past and present,
children [performers and non-performers];
community members male and female
Individual and focus group meetings with TFL
facilitator; with Health worker; with the
performers; with other children;
Transect walk
Performance:
Diarrhoea play mostly describing how to mix
the ORS.
Meetings:
small group (20) incl. CDC, performers,
community members male and female.
Transect walk
Further meetings with CFCI staff
Return to Khartoum
Travel to Damazin
Meeting:
CFCI staff
Meetings, incl:
D.G. SMOF / director Technical Committee
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State Minister, Cultural and Social Affairs
Reps from SMOE.
CFCI staff
Fri. 26 Nov
9.30 - 11.30

Guli El Fonj
Travel & In-car interview: SMOSCA (focal
point for TFL).
Performance:
Introductory songs of praise; Traditional
Practices play; HTP play; Girl-child education
play;
Meetings:
individual and focus group meetings with:
TFL facilitator; with Health worker and
Headmaster; with the performers and other
TFL members (19); with other children (12);
with women (15); CDC members
Transect walk

12.00 - 16.00

Sat 27 Nov
8 – 12
12 – 4

4–8
Sun 28 Nov
20 - 23
Mon 29 Nov
9 - 12
12 - 2
2–6

Tues 30 Nov
9 - 11
11 - 13
13 - 18

AL Tariat

El Gedaref

Sufi el Bechir

Al Kereda

travel
Performance:
Peace Songs and (child-selected) poetry; HTP
play; Respiratory Diseases play; coffee and
Gossip play on superstitions (FGM);
(unprogrammed) play on job-seeking in town.
Meetings:
individual and focus group meetings with:
TFL facilitator; with Headmaster [Health
worker absent]; with the performers and
other TFL members (21); with other children
(26); with women (13); CDC members
Transect walk
Return travel
Travel to Gedaref
Meeting with CFCI staff
Meetings, incl:
D.G. SMOPlanning & Development / director
Technical Committee
CFCI staff
Travel
Performance:
Welcome songs; EPI play; AIDS play;
Meetings:
individual and focus group meetings with:
TFL facilitator; with Headmaster and Health
worker; with the performers and other TFL
members (35); with other children (26); with
women (10); CDC members
Transect walk
Meeting with trainer
travel
Performances:
Marriage play (3 suitors one husband); town
and country manners play; EPI play;
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1 Dec
2 Dec

‘Traditional healer is a charlatan’ play
Meetings:
individual and focus group meetings with:
cheich, CDC and teachers [TFL leader has left
village]; with the performers and other TFL
members (12); with other children (9); with
women (13)
Transect walk
Final meeting with CFCI staff
Travel to Khartoum
Feedback presentation at UNICEF
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9.E

Annexe: List of Abbreviations and Acronyms

C&A section:
CDC:
CFC:
CFCI:
CFVI:
COMBI:
CRC:
D.G.
D.I.E.:
EPI
FFL:
FGM:
FMOE:
FMOH:
GoS:
HTP:
IDP
ORS:
MPO:
PLA:
PM&E
PME:
PPA:
PRA:
RPPB section:
SMOE:
SMOF:
SMOH:
SMOSCA:
TFD:
TFL:
ToF:
ToT
WES

Communication and Advocacy section
Community Development Committee
Child Friendly Community
Child Friendly Community Initiative
Child-Friendly Village Initiative
Community (Communications) Mobilisation Behavioural Impact
Convention on the Rights of the Child
Director General
Drama in Education
Expanded Programme in Immunisation
Fact for Life
Female Genital Mutilation
Federal Ministry of Education
Federal Ministry of Health
Government of Sudan
Harmful Traditional Practices
Internally Displaced Person
Oral Rehydration Solution
Master Plan of Operations
Participatory Learning Activities
Participatory Monitoring & Evaluation
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation
Project Plan of Action
Participatory Rural Appraisal
Rights Protection and Peace Building section
State Ministry of Education
State Ministry Of Finance
State Ministry of Health
State Ministry Of Social and Cultural Affairs
Theatre for Development
Theatre For Life
Training of Facilitators (to distinguish from ToT)
Training of Trainers
Water, Environment and Sanitation
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9.F Annexe Interview details and village data
Not available at time of writing. Data will be attached to the report when they become
available.
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